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Abstract

Cortical circuits involved in decision-making are thought to contain a large number of cell types—
each with different physiological, functional, and laminar distribution properties—that coordinate
to produce behavior. Current in vivo methods rely on clustering of specified features, such as
trough to peak duration of extracellular spikes, to identify putative cell types, but these can only
capture a small amount of variation. Here, we develop a new method (WaveMAP) that combines
non-linear dimensionality reduction with graph clustering to identify putative cell types. We apply
WaveMAP to extracellular waveforms recorded from dorsal premotor cortex of macaque monkeys
performing a decision-making task. Using WaveMAP , we robustly establish eight waveform clusters
and show that these clusters recapitulate previously identified narrow- and broad-spiking types
while also revealing undocumented diversity within these sub types. The eight clusters exhibited
distinct laminar distributions, characteristic firing rate patterns, and decision-related dynamics.
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By revealing additional cell type diversity, WaveMAP facilitates a more nuanced understanding of
how the dynamics of cell types unfolds across cortical layers during decision-making.
Keywords:
dimensionality reduction, cell types, extracellular waveform, unsupervised clustering

Significance (120 words)1

How different cell types sculpt activity patterns in brain areas associated with decision-making2

is a fundamentally unresolved problem in neuroscience. In monkeys, and other species where3

transgenic access is not yet possible, identifying physiological types in vivo relies on only a few4

discrete user-specified features of extracellular waveforms to identify cell types. Here, we show5

that non-linear dimensionality reduction with graph clustering applied to the entire extracellular6

waveform can delineate many different putative cell types and does so in an interpretable manner.7

We show that this method reveals previously undocumented physiological, functional, and laminar8

diversity in the dorsal premotor cortex of monkeys, a key brain area implicated in decision-making.9

Introduction10

The processes involved in decision-making, such as deliberation on sensory evidence and the11

preparation and execution of motor actions, are thought to emerge from the coordinated dynamics12

within and between cortical layers1,2, cell types3–6 and brain areas7,8. A large body of research has13

described differences in decision-related dynamics across brain areas9–12 and a smaller set of studies14

has provided insight into layer-dependent dynamics during decision-making1,2,13,14. However, we15

currently do not understand how decision-related dynamics emerge across putative cell types.16

Here, we address this open question by first developing a new method, WaveMAP , that combines17

non-linear dimensionality reduction and graph-based clustering. We apply this technique to18

extracellular waveforms to identify putative cell classes and examine their physiological, functional,19

and laminar distribution properties.20

In mice, and to some extent in rats, transgenic tools allow the in vivo detection of particular cell21

types3,5 while in vivo studies in primates are largely restricted to using features of the extracellular22

action potential (EAP) such as shape and cell firing rate (FR). Early in vivo monkey work15
23

introduced the importance of EAP features—such as spike duration and action potential (AP)24

width—in identifying cell types. These experiments introduced the concept of broad- and narrow-25

spiking neurons. Later experiments in the guinea pig16 and cat17 then established the idea that26

these broad- and narrow-spiking waveform shapes mostly correspond to excitatory pyramidal27

and inhibitory cells respectively and this has been assumed to also be true in primates. This28

method of identifying cell types in mammalian cortex in vivo is widely used in neuroscience but29

it is insufficient to capture the known structural and transcriptomic diversity of cell types in the30

monkey and the mouse18,19. Furthermore, recent observations in the monkey defy this simple31

classification of broad- and narrow-spiking cells corresponding to excitatory and inhibitory cells32

respectively. Two such examples in the primate that have resisted this idea are narrow-spiking33

pyramidal tract neurons in deep layers of M1 (Betz cells)20,21 and narrow-spiking excitatory cells34

in layer III of V1, V2 and MT22–25.35
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To capture a more representative diversity of cell types in vivo, more recent studies have in-36

corporated additional features of EAPs (beyond AP width) such as trough to peak duration26,37

repolarization time27,28, and triphasic waveform shape29,30. Although these user-specified methods38

are amenable to human intuition, they often inadequately distinguish between previously identified39

cell types20,31,32. It is also unclear how to choose these user-specified features in a principled40

manner (i.e., one that maximizes explanatory power) as they are often highly correlated with one41

another. This results in different studies choosing between different sets of specified features each42

yielding different inferred cell classes27,33–35—thus it is difficult to compare putative cell types43

across literature. Some studies even conclude that there is no single set of specified features that is44

a reliable differentiator of type32,36. These issues led us to investigate techniques that don’t require45

feature specification but are designed to find patterns in complex datasets through non-linear46

dimensionality reduction. Such methods have seen usage in diverse neuroscientific contexts such47

as single-cell transcriptomics37,38, in analyzing models of biological neural networks39,40, the48

identification of behavior41–43, and in electrophysiology44–47.49

Here, in a novel technique that we term WaveMAP, we combine a non-linear dimensionality50

reduction method (Universal Manifold Approximation and Projection [UMAP]48) with graph51

community detection (Louvain clustering49) to understand the physiological, functional, and52

laminar distribution diversity of cell types during decision-making. We applied WaveMAP to53

extracellular waveforms collected from neurons in macaque dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) in a54

decision-making task using laminar multi-channel probes (16 electrode "U probes"). We found55

that WaveMAP significantly outperformed current approaches without need for user-specification56

of waveform features like trough to peak duration. This data-driven approach exposed more57

diversity in extracellular waveform shape than any single constructed spike feature in isolation or58

in combination. Using interpretable machine learning, we also show that WaveMAP picks up on59

nuanced and meaningful biological variability in waveform shape.60

WaveMAP revealed three broad-spiking and five narrow-spiking waveform types that differed in61

shape, physiological, functional, and laminar distribution properties. Although most narrow-spiking62

cells had the high maximum firing rates typically associated with inhibitory neurons, some had63

firing rates similar to broad-spiking neurons which are typically considered to be excitatory. The64

time at which choice selectivity (“discrimination time”) emerged for many narrow-spiking cell65

classes was earlier than broad-spiking neuron classes—except for the narrow-spiking cells that had66

broad-spiking like maximum firing rates. Finally, many clusters had distinct laminar distributions67

that appear layer-dependent in a manner matching certain anatomical cell types. This clustering68

explains variability in discrimination time over and above previously reported laminar differences1.69

Together, this constellation of results reveals previously undocumented relationships between70

waveform shape, physiological, functional, and laminar distribution properties that are missed by71

traditional approaches. Our results provide powerful new insights into how candidate cell classes72

can be better identified and how these types coordinate with specific timing, across layers, to73

shape decision-related dynamics.74

75
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Results76

Task and Behavior77

Two male rhesus macaques (T and O) were trained to perform a red-green reaction time decision-78

making task (Fig. 1A). The task was to discriminate the dominant color of a central static79

red-green checkerboard cue and to report their decision with an arm movement towards one of80

two targets (red or green) on the left or right (Fig. 1A).81

The timeline of the task is as follows: a trial began when the monkey touched the center target82

and fixated on a cross above it. After a short period, two targets red and green appeared on83

the either side of the center target (see Fig. 1B, top). The target configuration was randomized:84

sometimes the left target was red and the right target was green or vice versa. Another short85

viewing period later, a red-green checkerboard appeared in the center of the screen with a variable86

mixture of red and green squares. We parameterized the variability of the checkerboard by its87

color coherence (C). Larger coherence indicates that there is more of one color than the other (an88

easy trial) versus a low coherence which indicates that the two colors are more equal in number89

(a difficult trial). In signed color coherence (SC), large positive numbers indicate the presence of90

more red squares while large negative numbers indicate more green squares. Numbers close to91

zero (positive or negative) indicate an almost even number of either. The signed color coherence92

provides an estimate of whether there are more red or green squares in the checkerboard whereas93

coherence describes the difficulty of the stimulus (Fig. 1B, bottom).94

Our monkeys demonstrated the range of behaviors typically observed in decision-making tasks:95

monkeys made more errors and were slower for more ambiguous checkerboards compared to less96

ambiguous completely red or green checkerboards (Fig. 1C, D). We used coherence and reaction97

times (RT) to analyze the structure of decision-related neural activity.98

Recordings and Single Neuron Identification99

While monkeys performed this task, we recorded single neurons from the caudal aspect of dorsal100

premotor cortex (PMd; Fig. 1E, top) using single tungsten or linear multi-contact electrodes (Plexon101

U-Probes, 625 neurons, 490 U-probe waveforms; Fig. 1E, right) and a BlackRock Microsystems102

Acquisition System (Cerebus). In this study, we analyzed the average extracellular action potential103

(EAP) waveforms of these neurons. All waveforms were analyzed after being filtered by a 4th104

order high-pass Butterworth filter (250 Hz). A 1.6 ms snippet of the waveform was recorded for105

each spike and used in these analyses, which is a duration longer than many studies of waveform106

shape. We restricted our analysis to well-isolated single neurons. Extracellular waveforms were107

identified as single neurons by only accepting waveforms with minimal ISI violations (1.5% < 1.5108

ms) and also by careful online inspection of the extracellular waveforms and subsequent offline109

spike sorting (Plexon Offline Sorter). Every effort was made online to ensure thresholds were110

conservative so that the best quality spikes were included in the analysis.111

We used previously reported approaches to align, average, and normalize spikes32,50. Spikes were112

aligned in time via their depolarization trough and normalized between -1 and 1 in normalized113

amplitude units. Other common pre-processing methods, such as trough alignment and normaliza-114

tion to trough depth, showed no differences in downstream analyses (Fig. S5B). “Positive spiking”115

units with large positive amplitude pre-hyperpolarization spikes were dropped from the analysis116
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Figure 1: Recording locations, waveform shapes, techniques, task, and discrimination behavior (A) An
illustration of the behavioral setup in the discrimination task. The monkey was seated with one arm free and
one arm gently restrained in a plastic tube via a cloth sling. An infrared-reflecting (IR) bead was taped to the
forefinger of the free hand and was used in tracking arm movements. This gave us an instantaneous readout of
the hand’s position and allowed us to mimic a touch screen. (B) A timeline of the decision-making task (top).
At bottom is defined the parametrization of difficulty in the task in terms of color coherence and signed color
coherence. (C) Average discrimination performance and (D) RT over sessions of the two monkeys as a function of
the signed color coherence of the checkerboard cue. RT plotted here includes both correct and incorrect trials for
each session and then averaged across sessions. Gray markers show measured data points along with 2 × S.E.M.
estimated over sessions. For many data points in (C), the error bars lie within the marker. X-axes in both (C), (D)
depict the SC in %. Y-axes depict the percent responded red in (C) and RT in (D). Also shown in the inset of
(C) are discrimination thresholds (mean ± S.D. over sessions) estimated from a Weibull fit to the overall percent
correct as a function of coherence. The discrimination threshold is the color coherence (CC) at which the monkey
made 81.6% correct choices. 75 sessions for monkey T (128,989 trials) and 66 sessions for monkey O (108,344
trials) went into the averages. (E) The recording location in caudal PMd (top); normalized and aligned isolated
single-unit waveforms (n = 625, 1.6 ms each, bottom); and schematic of the 16-ch Plexon U-probe (right) used
during the behavioral experiment.

due to their association with dendrites and axons29,35,51. Recordings were pooled across monkeys117

to increase statistical power for WaveMAP.118
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Non-linear Dimensionality Reduction with Graph Clustering Reveals Robust Low-Dimensional119

Structure in Extracellular Waveform Shape120

In WaveMAP, we use a three step strategy for the analysis of extracellular waveforms: We first121

parsed intrinsic waveform structure using a non-linear dimensionality reduction method called122

universal manifold approximation and projection (UMAP)48. Second, we used the high-dimensional123

graph (a fuzzy simplical complex) found by UMAP (the approximation step, the "A" in UMAP)124

and passed it through a graph-based community detection method, Louvain clustering,49 to125

delineate high-dimensional clusters. Third, we then used UMAP to project the high-dimensional126

data into two dimensions (projection step, the "P" in UMAP). We colored the data points in this127

projected space according to their Louvain cluster membership found in step two.128

The time series for each normalized and trough-aligned waveform (see Fig. 1E, bottom) was129

passed directly into the UMAP algorithm without any prior dimensionality reduction (except130

for normalization) and without any feature specification. To identify the presence of clusters131

in the high-dimensional graph (produced by UMAP), we applied Louvain clustering which finds132

communities of highly inter-connected data points49. These communities appear as color-coded133

clusters in the UMAP space after projection (Fig. 2A). Louvain clustering was used because it134

operates directly in high dimensions (Fig. S1). This algorithm is also fairly deterministic (after135

fixing a random seed) and not susceptible to the variability (in local optima) induced by clustering136

directly on data in the projected space (see Supplementary Information and Fig. S2).137

Louvain clustering identified eight clusters in total. The UMAP algorithm then non-linearly138

projected the waveforms into a two-dimensional space in a way that preserved local and global139

variation. Fig. 2A shows results of this analysis. UMAP provides a clear organization without the140

need for prior specification of important features.141

For expository reasons and to link to prior literature16,52, we loosely subdivide based on the trough142

to peak duration these eight clusters into “narrow-spiking” and “broad-spiking” supraclusters.143

The broad-spiking clusters had a median trough to peak duration of 0.76 ± 0.24 ms (median144

± S.D.) and the narrow-spiking clusters had median trough to peak duration of 0.36 ± 0.1145

ms (median ± S.D.). The narrow-spiking neurons are shown in warm colors (including green)146

at right in Fig. 2A and the broad-spiking neurons are shown in cool colors at left in the same147

figure. The narrow-spiking supracluster was composed of five clusters with “narrow-spiking”148

waveforms (clusters 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ) and comprised ∼12%, ∼12%, ∼18%, ∼7%, and149

∼19% (n = 72, 78, 113, 43, and 116) of the total waveforms, for ∼68% of total waveforms. The150

broad-spiking supracluster was composed of three “broad-spiking” waveform clusters ( 6 , 7 ,151

and 8 ) comprising ∼13%, ∼5%, and ∼15% (n = 80, 29, and 94) respectively and collectively152

∼32% of total waveforms.153

To validate that WaveMAP finds a “real” representation of the data, we examined if a very154

different method could pick on the same representation. We trained a gradient-boosted random155

forest classifier on the waveform data using five-fold cross-validation with the cluster indices as156

labels. Hyperparameters were tuned with a grid search and final parameters are shown in Table157

S1. After training, the held-out classification accuracy averaged over clusters was 91%. Fig. 2C158

shows the associated confusion matrix which contains accuracies for each class along the main159

diagonal and misclassification rates on the off-diagonals. Such successful classification at high160
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Figure 2: UMAP and Louvain clustering reveal a robust diversity of averaged single-unit waveform
shapes (A) Scatter plot of normalized EAP waveforms in UMAP space colored by Louvain cluster membership.
Adjacent to each numbered cluster ( 1 through 8 ) is shown all member waveforms and the average waveform
shape (in black). Each waveform is 1.6 ms. Percentages do not add to 100% due to rounding. (B) Louvain
clustering resolution parameter versus modularity score (in blue, at left) and the number of clusters (communities)
found (in red, at right). This was averaged over 25 random seeds for UMAP using the full dataset at each
resolution parameter from 0 to 8 in 0.5 unit increments. Each data point is the mean ± S.D. with many S.D.
bars smaller than the marker size. Green chevrons indicate the resolution parameter of 1.5 chosen and its position
along both curves. (C) The confusion matrix of a random forest classifier with five-fold cross-validation. The main
diagonal shows the held-out classification accuracy for each cluster and the off-diagonals show the misclassification
rates for each cluster to each other cluster. The average accuracy for each cluster was 91% across all clusters.
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levels of accuracy was only possible because there were learnable clusterings of similar waveform161

shapes in the high-dimensional space revealed by UMAP.162

Traditional Clustering Methods with Specified features Fail to Capture Full Variability163

Our unsupervised approach (Fig. 2) generates a stable clustering of waveforms. However, is our164

method better than the traditional approach of using specified features27,32,50,53,54? To compare165

how WaveMAP performs relative to traditional clustering methods built on specified features,166

we applied a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to the three-dimensional space produced by three167

commonly used waveform features using the same dataset. In accordance with previous work, the168

features we chose (Fig. 3A) were action potential (AP) width of the spike (width in milliseconds169

of the full-width half minimum of the depolarization trough, a common feature in intra-cellular170

studies of waveforms20), the peak ratio which is the ratio of pre-hyperpolarization peak (A1) to171

the post-hyperpolarization peak (A2)29, and the trough to peak duration (time in ms from the172

depolarization trough to post-hyperpolarization peak) which is the most common feature used in173

analysis of extracellular recordings32,50.174

The GMM result applied to these three measures is shown in Fig. 3B. This method identified175

four waveform clusters that roughly separated into broad-spiking (BS, ∼33%, n = 208) which176

were putatively excitatory, narrow-spiking (NS, ∼43%, n = 269) which are putatively inhibitory,177

broad-spiking triphasic (BST, ∼9%, n = 55), and narrow-spiking triphasic (NST, ∼15%, n = 93)178

(Fig. 3B). Broad- and narrow-spiking types are well-documented on the basis of AP width and179

trough to peak duration. Triphasic waveforms, thought to be neurons with myelinated axons or180

neurites29,30,35,56,57, contain an initial positive spike before the trough and can be identified by181

taking the ratio of the pre-hyperpolarization peak with the post-hyperpolarization peak around182

1.0 ms (Fig. 3A). These GMM clusters are similar to those obtained from other clusterings of183

EAP’s in macaque cortex27,58. We selected four clusters by calculating the Bayesian information184

citerion (BIC) statistic as a function of the number of clusters (Fig. 3D). For this dataset and185

number of features, we saw no meaningful decrease in the BIC statistic beyond 4 clusters (green186

chevron in Fig. 3C).187

To compare the learnability of this representation with the representation provided by UMAP, we188

trained the same random forest classifier on the waveform data (after separate hyperparameter189

tuning, Fig. S1) but this time using the four GMM classes as target labels. After training,190

the accuracy across all four classes averaged ∼78% with no classification accuracy over 95%191

and misclassifications between every class (Fig. 3D). The classifier trained on specified features192

under-performed the classifier trained on the whole waveform found by WaveMAP . In WaveMAP ,193

the individual classification accuracy of most classes exceeded 95% with few misclassifications194

between groups even though there were double the number of clusters. This result suggests that195

the clusters based on specified features are less differentiable than WaveMAP clusters even when196

a much lower cluster number is considered.197

This deficit can be understood as an inability of the GMM to fully capture the structure of the198

variability of clusters. If we examine the gray data point shadows (Fig. 3B), no features contain199

clear clusters and neither do they contain Gaussian distributions which is an assumption of the200

GMM model. Examining the marginal distributions in Fig. 3B, none of the features induce a clear201

separability between the clusters alone or in conjunction. Furthermore, the reproducible clusters202
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Figure 3: Gaussian mixture model clustering on specified features fails to capture the breadth of
waveform diversity (A) The three EAP waveform landmarks used to generate the specified features passed to the
GMM on a sample waveform. is the pre-hyperpolarization peak (A1); is the depolarization trough; and is the
post-hyperpolarization peak (A2). (B) A three-dimensional scatter plot with marginal distributions of waveforms
and GMM classes on the three specified features in (A). Narrow-spiking (NS) are in red; broad-spiking (BS) in
green; narrow-spiking triphasic (NST) in yellow; and broad-spiking triphasic (BST) types are in blue. Trough to
peak was calculated as the time between and ; peak ratio was determined as the ratio between the heights
of and (A1/A2); and AP width was determined as the width of the depolarization trough using the MLIB
toolbox55. (C) The optimal cluster number in the three-dimensional feature space in (B) was determined to be 4
clusters using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC)27. The number of clusters was chosen to be at the “elbow”
of the BIC curve (green chevron). (D) A confusion matrix for a gradient-boosted random classifier with five-fold
cross-validation. The main diagonal contains the classification accuracy percentages across the four GMM clusters
and the off-diagonal contains the misclassification rates. The average accuracy per each class was 78%. (E) The
same scatter plot of normalized EAP waveforms in UMAP space as in Fig. 2E but now colored by GMM category.

found by WaveMAP are linearly inseparable in the feature space of the three GMM features.203

Labeling the data according to WaveMAP cluster identity yields an inseparable collection of points204

(Fig. S3A).205

Note, this is not an artifact of using a lower cluster number in the GMM as opposed to the eight206
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found by WaveMAP. Even if the GMM is instantiated with eight clusters (Fig. S3B), a classifier207

is still unable to learn this clustering with high accuracy (Fig. S3C) even if the waveforms found208

by the GMM with eight clusters seem somewhat sensible (Fig. S3D). Thus, it is a deficit of the209

constructed feature-based approach to capture the full diversity of waveforms and not a peculiarity210

of the model parameters chosen.211

We also investigated the representation of specified features in the projected UMAP space. We212

color coded the waveforms in UMAP, as in Fig. S4, according to each point’s feature values across213

AP width (Fig. S4B), trough to peak duration (Fig. S4C), and peak ratio (Fig. S4D). We find that214

WaveMAP implicitly captures each of these specified feature shown as a monotonic gradation of215

values. Our method also exposes the correlation between certain specified features: the gradient216

(direction of steepest change) between trough to peak duration and AP width points roughly in217

the same direction thus both features are highly correlated. This correlation between features is218

another reason why traditional approaches fail to capture the full diversity of waveform shapes.219

To obtain a clearer picture of how WaveMAP captures clustering missed by specified features,220

we color the points in UMAP space by their GMM cluster identity in Fig. 3E. Here, WaveMAP221

is able to recapitulate the same structure observed by specified features as a gradation from222

triphasic to biphasic along the UMAP-2 direction. Our technique also captures the transition from223

broad- to narrow-spiking along the UMAP-1 direction. WaveMAP is also able to capture clusters224

that occupy an intermediate identity between GMM classes. For instance, WaveMAP cluster 2225

(Fig. 2A) is nearly equal parts broad- and narrow-spiking in the GMM clustering (Fig. 3E). If a226

GMM were used, 2 would be split between two classes despite it having a distinct waveform227

shape characterized by a small pre-hyperpolarization peak, a moderate post-hyperpolarization228

peak, and relatively constant repolarization slope.229

WaveMAP interpretably recapitulates and expands upon known waveform features230

We have established that WaveMAP has the ability to discover extracellular waveform clusters231

but a common contention with such methods is that these approaches are uninterpretable. Here232

using an interpretable machine learning approach, we show that WaveMAP is sensible59,60. To233

identify the features our algorithm is paying attention to, we first computed the inverse mapping234

of the UMAP transform to probe the projected space in a systematic way. Second, we leveraged235

the random forest classifier in Fig. 2C and used SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP values) to236

reveal what waveform features are implicitly used to differentiate clusters61.237

To quantify the differences between Louvain clusters, we applied a grid of “test points” to the238

UMAP projected space (Fig. 4A, top) and inverted the transform at each location; each of these239

test points is a coordinate on a grid (black x’s) and shows the waveform associated with every point240

in the projected space (Fig. 4A, bottom). On the bottom is shown the waveform that corresponds241

to each point in UMAP space color-coded to the nearest cluster or to gray if there were no nearby242

clusters. As UMAP-1 increases, there is a smooth transition in the sign of the inflection of the243

repolarization slope (the second derivative) from negative to positive (slow to fast repolarization244

rate). That is, the post-hyperpolarization peak becomes more sharp as we increase in the UMAP-1245

direction. As UMAP-2 increases, we see a widening of the post-hyperpolarization slope distinct246

from the change in its inflection (UMAP-1). These two UMAP dimensions recapitulate the247

known importance of hyperpolarization properties in clustering waveforms. Both hyperpolarization248
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Figure 4: WaveMAP provides interpretable representations that both validate and extend known and
unknown features importances (A) WaveMAP applied to the EAP’s as in Fig. 2A overlaid with a grid of test
points (black x’s, top). At bottom, the inverse UMAP transform is used to show the predicted waveform at each
test point. These are plotted and assigned the color of the nearest cluster or in gray if no cluster is nearby. Note
that there exists instability in the waveform shape (see waveforms at corners) as test points leave the learned
manifold. (B) The mean absolute SHAP values for ten time points along all waveforms subdivided according to
the SHAP values contributed by each WaveMAP cluster. These SHAP values were informed by a random forest
classifier trained on the waveforms with the WaveMAP clusters as labels. In the inset, all waveforms are shown and
in goldenrod are shown the time points for which the SHAP values are shown on the left. Each vertical line is such
that the most opaque line contains the greatest summed mean absolute SHAP value across WaveMAP clusters;
the least opaque, the smallest summed mean absolute SHAP value. (C) Each averaged Louvain waveform cluster
is shown with the three time points containing the greatest SHAP values for each cluster individually. As before,
the SHAP value at each time point is proportional to the opacity of the gray vertical line but now also shown as a
bar graph; this bar graph shows the relative SHAP values for the three locations specified by the gray lines.
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rate (proportional to trough to peak width) and hyperpolarization slope inflection (proportional249

to repolarization time) are separate but highly informative properties26,27. Furthermore, since250

repolarization rate and post-hyperpolarization width associate with different UMAP dimensions,251

this implies that these two processes are somewhat independent factors shaping the waveform and252

that potassium channel dynamics—which principally govern repolarization rates—might play an253

important role in differentiating cell types via waveform shape. Thus, WaveMAP not only finds254

an interpretable and smoothly varying low-dimensional space (a “manifold”) it also offers possibly255

yielding biological insights, in this case how cell types might differ according to channel protein256

expression and dynamics.257

In Fig. 4B, we made use of SHAP values to identify which aspects of waveform shape the random258

forest classifier utilizes in assigning what waveform to which cluster61,62. SHAP values build off259

of the game theoretic quantity of Shapley values63,64 which poses that each feature (point in260

time along the waveform) is of variable importance in influencing the classifier to decide whether261

the data point belongs to a specific class or not. Operationally, SHAP values are calculated262

by examining the change in classifier performance as each feature is obscured (the waveform’s263

amplitude at each time point in this case), one-by-one61. Fig. 4B shows the top-10 time points264

(in terms of total SHAP value, i.e. importance in explaining a cluster) and their location. It is265

important to note that not every time point is equally informative for distinguishing every cluster266

individually and thus each bar is subdivided into the mean absolute SHAP value contribution of267

the eight constituent waveform classes. For instance, the 0.7 ms location is highly informative for268

cluster 5 and the 0.3 ms point is highly informative for cluster 7 .269

In the inset is shown all waveforms along with each of the top ten time points (in goldenrod)270

with higher SHAP value shown with more opacity. The time points with highest SHAP value271

tend to cluster around two different locations giving us an intuition for which locations are most272

informative for telling apart the Louvain clusters. For instance, the 0.5 to 0.65 ms region contains273

high variability amongst waveforms and is important in separating out broad- from narrow-spiking274

clusters. This region roughly contains the post-hyperpolarization peak which is a feature of known275

importance and incorporated into nearly every study of EAP waveform shape (see Table 2 in276

ref.20). Similarly, SHAP values implicate the region around 0.3 ms to 0.4 ms as time points277

that are also of importance and these correspond to the pre-hyperpolarization peak which is278

notably able to partition out triphasic waveforms29. Importance is also placed on the location279

at 0.6 ms corresponding to the inflection point which is similarly noted as being informative27,28.280

These methods also implicate other regions of interest that have not been previously noted in281

the literature to the best of our knowledge: two other locations are highlighted farther along the282

waveform at 1.1 and 1.27 ms and are important for differentiating 8 and 1 from the other283

waveforms. This result suggests that using only up to 1.0 ms or less of the waveform may obscure284

diversity.285

In Fig. 4C, we show the three locations that are most informative for delineating a specific286

cluster; these appear as gray lines with their opacity proportional to their importance. These287

individually-informative features often do align with those identified as globally-informative but do288

so with cluster-specific weights. Put another way, not every time point is equally informative for289

identifying waveforms individually and these “most informative” parts of each waveform don’t290

always perfectly align with globally-informative features. In summary, WaveMAP independently291
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and sensibly arrived at a more nuanced incorporation of the very same features identified in previous292

work—and several novel ones—using a completely unsupervised framework which obviated the293

need to specify waveform features. In the second half of the paper, we investigate whether these294

clusters have distinct physiological (in terms of firing rate), functional, and laminar distribution295

properties which would give evidence that they connect to real cell types.296
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Figure 5: UMAP clusters exhibit distinct physiological properties (A) Stimulus-aligned trial-averaged firing
rate activity in PMd for broad-spiking WaveMAP clusters. The traces shown are separated into trials for PREF
direction reaches (solid lines) and NONPREF direction reaches (dashed lines) and across the corresponding WaveMAP
clusters. Shaded regions correspond to bootstrapped standard error of the mean. (B) The same plots as in (A)
but for narrow-spiking WaveMAP clusters. (C) Baseline median firing rates with S.E.M. for the neurons in the
eight different classes. Baselines were calculated as the average firing rate from the first 200 ms of recording
before the stimulus appeared. (D) Maximum median firing rates with S.E.M. for the neurons in the eight different
clusters. This was calculated as the median maximum firing rate for each neuron across the entire trial. (E) FR
range with S.E.M. calculated as the median difference, per neuron, between its baseline and max FR. p <
0.05; p < 0.01; p < 0.005; Mann-Whitney U test, FDR adjusted.
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WaveMAP clusters have distinct physiological properties297

A defining aspect of cell types is that they vary in their physiology and especially firing rate298

properties15,16,52,65–67. However, these neuronal characterizations via waveform ex vivo are not299

always conserved when the same waveform types are observed in vivo during behavior68,69. To300

connect our waveform clusters to physiological cell types in vivo, beyond waveform shape, we301

identified each cluster’s firing rate properties. We performed several analyses using the firing rate302

(FR) in spikes per second (spikes/s) for each cluster during the decision-making task described in303

Fig. 1.304

The trial-averaged FRs are aligned to stimulus onset (stim-aligned) and separated into preferred305

(PREF, solid trace) or non-preferred (NONPREF, dashed trace) reach direction trials. This is shown306

for both broad- (Fig. 5A) and narrow-spiking (Fig. 5B) clusters. A neuron’s preferred direction307

(right or left) was determined as the reach direction in which it had a higher FR on average in the308

100 ms time period before movement onset.309

To further quantify the FR differences between clusters we calculated three properties of the FR310

response to stimulus: baseline firing rate, max firing rate, and FR range.311

Baseline FR: Cell types are thought to demonstrate different baseline firing rates. We estimated312

baseline firing rate (baseline FR, Fig. 5C) as the median FR across the 200 ms time period before313

the appearance of the red-green checkerboard and during the hold period after targets appeared314

for the broad (Fig. 5A), and narrow-spiking clusters (Fig. 5B). The broad-spiking clusters showed315

significant differences in baseline FR when pooled and compared against the pooled narrow-spiking316

clusters (p = 0.0028, Mann-Whitney U test). Similar patterns were observed in another study317

of narrow vs. broad spiking neurons in PMd during an instructed delay task53. We also found318

that not all broad-spiking neurons had low baseline firing rates and not all narrow-spiking neurons319

had high firing rates. The broad-spiking clusters 6 and 7 were not significantly different but320

both differed significantly from 8 in that their baseline FR was much higher (10.3 ± 0.7 and321

13.2 ± 1.9 spikes/s vs. 7.6 ± 0.75 spikes/s [median ± bootstrap S.E.]; p = 0.0052, p = 0.0029322

respectively, Mann-Whitney U test, FDR adjusted). The narrow-spiking clusters (Fig. 5B, right)323

2 , 3 , and 4 had relatively low median baseline FRs (7.5 ± 1.1, 7.4 ± 0.4, 6.5 ± 0.7 spikes/s,324

median ± bootstrap S.E.) and were not significantly different from one another but all were325

significantly different from 1 and 5 (p = 0.04, p = 2.8e-4, p = 2.8e-7, p = 4.9e-5 respectively,326

Mann-Whitney U test, FDR adjusted; see Fig. 5C).327

Maximum FR: A second important property of cell types is their maximal firing rate15,16,65. We328

estimated the maximum FR for a cluster as the median of the maximum FR of neurons in the329

cluster in a 1200 ms period aligned to movement onset (800 ms before and 400 ms after movement330

onset; Fig. 5D). In addition to significant differences in baseline FR, pooled broad- vs. pooled331

narrow-spiking neurons showed a significant difference in max FR (p = 1.60e-5, Mann-Whitney332

U test). Broad-spiking clusters were fairly homogeneous with low median max FR (24.3± 1.0,333

median ± bootstrap S.E.) and no significant differences between distributions. In contrast, there334

was significant heterogeneity in the FR’s of narrow-spiking neurons: three clusters ( 1 , 3 , and 5335

) had uniformly higher max FR (33.1± 1.1, median ± bootstrap S.E.) while two others ( 2 and336

4 ) were uniformly lower in max FR (23.0± 1.4, median ± bootstrap S.E.) and were comparable337

to the broad-spiking clusters. Nearly each of the higher max FR narrow-spiking clusters were338
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significantly different than each of the lower max FR clusters (all pairwise relationships p < 0.001339

except 2 to 3 which was p = 0.007, Mann-Whitney U test, FDR adjusted).340

FR Range: Many neurons, especially inhibitory types, display a sharp increase in firing rates341

during behavior relative to their baseline. In addition, their FR’s span a wide range during342

behavior1,32,53,70,71. To examine this change over the course of a trial, we took the median343

difference across trials between the max FR and baseline FR per neuron to calculate the FR range.344

We again found the group difference between pooled broad- and pooled narrow-spiking clusters to345

be significant (p = 0.0002, Mann-Whitney U test). Each broad-spiking cluster ( 6 , 7 , and 8 )346

had a median increase of around 10.8 spikes/s (10.8 ± 0.8, 10.7 ± 2.3, and 10.9 ± 1.9 spikes/s347

respectively, median ± bootstrap S.E.) and each was nearly identical in FR range differing by348

less than 0.2 spikes/s. In contrast, the narrow-spiking clusters differed greatly in their FR range349

showing, in the same manner as max FR, with significant differences between the clusters 1 , 3 ,350

and 5 having a large range (20.3 ± 1.1 spikes/s, median ± bootstrap S.E.) and the clusters 2351

and 4 having a relatively smaller range (13.4 ± 1.3 spikes/s, median ± bootstrap S.E.). This352

demonstrates that some narrow-spiking clusters, in addition to having high baseline firing rates,353

highly modulated their firing rates over the course of a behavioral trial.354

Such physiological heterogeneity in narrow-spiking cells has been noted before in their FR355

properties26,28,72 and in some cases attributed to different subclasses of a single inhibitory class73,74.356

Other work also strongly suggests that narrow-spiking cells contain excitatory neurons with distinct357

FR properties which may contribute to this diversity20,24.358

Furthermore, if WaveMAP has truly arrived at a closer delineation of underlying cell types compared359

to previous methods, it should produce a “better” clustering of physiological properties beyond360

just a better clustering of waveform shape. To address this issue, we calculate the same firing361

rate traces and physiological properties as in Fig. 5 but with the GMM clusters (Fig. S6). While362

the FR traces maintain the same trends (BS does not increase its FR prior to the split into PREF363

and NONPREF while NS does; compare to WaveMAP broad-spiking vs. narrow-spiking clusters364

respectively), much of the significant differences between clusters is lost across all physiological365

measures even though less groups are compared (Fig. S6B, C, and D). We also quantitatively reify366

these differences by calculating the effect sizes (Cohen’s f 2) across the WaveMAP and GMM367

clusterings with a one-way ANOVA. The effect size was larger for WaveMAP vs. GMM clustering368

respectively for every physiological property: baseline firing rate (0.070 vs. 0.013), maximum369

firing rate (0.035 vs. 0.011), and firing rate range (0.055 vs. 0.034).370

UMAP clusters have distinct decision-related dynamics371

Our analysis in the previous section showed that there is considerable heterogeneity in their physio-372

logical properties. Are these putative cell types also functionally different? Prior literature suggests373

and argues that neuronal cell types have distinct functional roles during cortical computation374

with precise timing. For instance, studies of macaque premotor75, interior temporal (IT)76, and375

frontal eye field (FEF)9 areas show differences in decision-related functional properties: between376

broad- and narrow-spiking neurons, narrow-spiking neurons exhibit choice-selectivity earlier than377

broad-spiking neurons. In the mouse, specific aspects of behavior are directly linked with inhibitory378

cell types3,4. This would suggest that inhibitory cell types in the monkey are also implicated in379

behavior although this has yet to be directly assessed. Here we examine the functional properties380
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of each cluster based on two inferred statistics: choice-related dynamics and discrimination time.381
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Figure 6: UMAP clusters exhibit distinct functional properties (A) Average FR over time for 6 across
different coherences. (B) Average FR over time for 1 across different coherences. (C) FR rate of rise vs.
coherence for broad- and (D) narrow-spiking clusters. (E) Bootstrapped median coherence slope is shown with
the bootstrapped standard error of the median for each cluster on a per-neuron basis. Coherence slope is a linear
regression of the cluster-specific lines in the previous plots Fig. 6C and D. (F) Bootstrapped median discrimination
time for each cluster with bootstrapped standard error of the median. Discrimination time was calculated as the
earliest time at which the choice-selective signal could be differentiated from the FR or the hold period1. p
< 0.05; p < 0.01; p < 0.005; Mann-Whitney U test, FDR adjusted.

Choice-related Dynamics: The first property we assessed for these WaveMAP clusters was the382

dynamics of the choice-selective signal. The neural prediction made by computational models of383

decision-making (for neurons that covary with an evolving decision) is the build-up of average384

neural activity in favor of a choice is faster for easier compared to harder color coherences1,9,11.385

Build-up activity is measured by analyzing the rate of change of choice-selective activity vs.386

time. We therefore examined the differences in averaged stimulus-aligned choice-selectivity signals387
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(defined as |left - right|) for different checkerboard color coherences for each cluster.388

In Fig. 6A and B, we show average choice-selectivity signals across seven coherence levels for an389

example broad- ( 6 ) and narrow-spiking cluster ( 1 ). For 6 (Fig. 6A), easier stimuli (higher390

coherence) only led to modest increases in the rate at which the choice selectivity signal increases.391

In contrast, 1 (Fig. 6B) shows faster rates for the choice-selective signal as a function of392

coherence. We summarized these effects by measuring the rate of change for the choice-selective393

signal between 175 and 325 ms for stimulus-aligned trials in each coherence condition (dashed lines394

in Fig. 6A,B). This rate of rise for the choice-selective signal (spikes/s/s) vs. coherence is shown395

for broad- (Fig. 6C) and narrow-spiking (Fig. 6D) clusters. The broad-spiking clusters demonstrate396

fairly similar coherence-dependent changes with each cluster being somewhat indistinguishable and397

only demonstrating a modest increase with respect to coherence. In contrast, the narrow-spiking398

clusters show a diversity of responses with 1 and 5 demonstrating a stronger dependence of399

choice-related dynamics on coherence compared to the other three narrow-spiking clusters which400

were more similar in response to broad-spiking neurons.401

We further summarized these plots by measuring the dependence of the rate of rise of the402

choice-selective signal as a function of coherence measured as the slope of a linear regression403

performed on the rate of rise vs. coherence for each cluster (Fig. 6E). The coherence slope for404

broad-spiking clusters was moderate and similar to 2 , 3 , and 4 while the coherence slope for405

1 and 5 was steeper. Consistent with Fig. 6C,D, the choice selective signal for 1 and 5406

showed the strongest dependence on stimulus coherence.407

Discrimination time: The second property that we calculated was the discrimination time for408

clusters which is defined as the first time in which the choice-selective signal (again defined as409

|left - right|) departed from the FR of the hold period. We calculated the discrimination410

time on a neuron-by-neuron basis by computing the first time point in which the difference in FR411

for the two choices was significantly different from baseline using a bootstrap test (at least 25412

successive time points significantly different from baseline FR corrected for multiple comparisons1).413

Discrimination time for broad-spiking clusters (255 ± 94 ms, median ± bootstrap S.E.) was414

significantly later than narrow-spiking clusters (224 ± 89 ms, p < 0.005, median ± bootstrap415

S.E., Mann-Whitney U test). Clusters 1 and 5 , with the highest max FRs (34.0 ± 1.4 and416

33.0 ± 1.8 spikes/s, median ± S.E.) and most strongly modulated by coherence, had the fastest417

discrimination times as well (200.0 ± 4.9 and 198.5 ± 4.9 ms, median ± S.E.).418

Together the analysis of choice-related dynamics and discrimination time showed that there is419

considerable heterogeneity in the properties of narrow-spiking neuron types. Not all narrow-spiking420

neurons are faster than broad-spiking neurons and choice-selectivity signals have similar dynamics421

for many broad-spiking and narrow-spiking neurons. 1 and 5 have the fastest discrimination422

times and strongest choice dynamics. In contrast, the broad-spiking neurons have uniformly slower423

discrimination times and weaker choice-related dynamics.424

WaveMAP clusters contain distinct laminar distributions425

In addition to having certain physiological properties and functional roles, numerous studies have426

shown that cell types across phylogeny, verified by single-cell transcriptomics, are defined by427

distinct patterns of laminar distribution in cortex18,77. Here we examined the laminar distributions428

of WaveMAP clusters and compared them to laminar distributions of GMM clusters. The number429
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of waveforms from each cluster was counted at each of sixteen U-probe channels separately. These430

channels were equidistantly spaced every 0.15 mm between 0.0 to 2.4 mm. This spanned the431

entirety of PMd which is 2.5 mm in depth from the pial surface to white matter78. However,432

making absolute statements about layers is difficult with these measurements because of errors433

in aligning superficial electrodes with layer I across different days. This could lead to shifts in434

estimates of absolute depth; up to 0.15 mm (the distance between the first and second electrode)435

of variability is induced in the alignment process (see Methods). However, relative comparisons are436

likely better preserved. Thus, we use relative comparisons to describe laminar differences between437

distributions and in comparison to anatomical counts in fixed tissue in later sections.438

Above each column of Fig. 7A, B are the laminar distributions for all waveforms in the associated439

supracluster (in gray); below these are the laminar distributions for each supracluster’s constituent440

clusters. On the right (Fig. 7C), we show the distribution of all waveforms collected at top in441

gray with each GMM cluster’s distribution shown individually below.442

The overall narrow- and broad-spiking populations did not differ significantly according to their443

distribution (p = 0.24, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). The broad-spiking supracluster of neurons ( 6 ,444

7 , and 8 ) are generally thought to contain cortical excitatory pyramidal neurons enriched in middle445

to deep layers16,79. Consistent with this view, we found these broad-spiking clusters (Fig. 7A) were446

generally centered around middle to deep layers with broad distributions and were not significantly447

distinguishable in laminarity (all comparisons p > 0.05, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,448

FDR adjusted).449

In contrast, narrow-spiking clusters (Fig. 7B) were distinctly varied in their distribution such that450

almost every cluster had a unique laminar distribution. Cluster 1 contained a broad distribution.451

It was significantly different in laminar distribution from clusters 2 and 4 (p=0.002 and p =452

0.013 respectively, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov, FDR adjusted).453

Cluster 2 showed a strongly localized concentration of neurons at a depth of 1.1 ± 0.33 mm454

(mean ± S.D.). It was significantly different from almost all other narrow-spiking clusters (p =455

0.002, p = 1e-5, p = 0.010 for 1 , 4 , and 5 respectively; two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov456

test, FDR adjusted). Similarly, cluster 3 also showed a strongly localized laminar distribution457

but was situated more superficially than 2 with a heavier tail (1.0 ± 0.6 mm, mean ± S.D.).458

This cluster was more superficial than 2 .459

Cluster 4 was restricted uniquely deep in its cortical distribution (1.70 ± 0.44, mean ±460

S.D.). These neurons had a strongly triphasic waveform shape characterized by a large pre-461

hyperpolarization peak. These waveforms have been implicated as arising from myelinated462

excitatory pyramidal cells29 especially dense in this caudal region of PMd80.463

The last cluster, 5 , like 1 was characterized by a broad distribution across cortical depths464

unique among narrow-spiking neurons and was centered around a depth of 1.3 ± 0.65 mm (mean465

± S.D.) and present in all layers78.466

Such laminar differences were not observed when we used GMM clustering. Laminar distributions467

for BS, BST, NS, and NST did not significantly differ from each other (Fig. 7C; BS vs. BST had468

p = 0.067, all other relationships p > 0.2; two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, FDR adjusted).469

Each GMM cluster also exhibited broad distributions across cortex which is at odds with our470
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Figure 7: Laminar distribution of WaveMAP waveform clusters (A, B) The overall histogram for the broad-
and narrow-spiking waveform clusters are shown at top across cortical depths on the left and right respectively (in
gray); below are shown histograms for their constituent WaveMAP clusters. These waveforms are shown sorted by
the cortical depth at which they were recorded from the (0.0 mm (pial surface) to 2.4 mm in 0.15 mm increments).
Broad-spiking clusters were generally centered around middle layers and were less distinct in their differences in
laminar distribution. Narrow-spiking clusters are shown on the right and were varied in their distribution with
almost every cluster significantly varying in laminar distribution from every other. (C) Depth histograms for all
waveforms collected (top, in gray) and every GMM cluster (below). p < 0.05; p < 0.01; p <
0.005; two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test, FDR adjusted.

understanding of cell types using histology.471

Some narrow-spiking WaveMAP cluster laminar distributions align with inhibitory subtypes472

We have shown that WaveMAP clusters have more distinct laminarity than GMM clusters. If473

WaveMAP clusters are consistent with cell type, we should expect their distributions to be relatively474

consistent with distributions from certain anatomical types visualized via immunohistochemistry475

(IHC). An especially well-studied set of non-overlapping anatomical inhibitory neuron types in the476

monkey are parvalbumin-, calretinin-, and calbindin-positive GABAergic interneurons (PV+, CR+,477

and CB+ respectively)81. Using IHC, we examined tissue from macaque rostral PMd stained for478
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each of these three interneuron types. We then conducted stereological counting of each type479

averaged across six exemplars to quantify cell type distribution across cortical layers (see Fig. 8A480

and B)82 and compared it to the distributions in Fig. 7.481

Both CB+ and CR+ cells (Fig. 8C and D respectively) exhibited a similarly restricted superficial482

distribution most closely resembling 3 . In addition, CR+ and CB+ cells are known to have very483

similar physiological properties and spike shape83. An alternative possibility is that one of CR+ or484

CB+ might correspond to 2 and the other to 3 but this is less likely given their nearly identical485

histological distributions (Fig. 8C and D) and similar physiology83.486

In contrast, WaveMAP cluster 1 , had laminar properties consistent with PV+ neurons (Fig. 8B):487

both were concentrated superficially but proliferated into middle layers (Fig. 8E). In addition, there488

were striking physiological and functional similarities between 1 and PV+ cells. In particular, both489

1 and PV+ cells have low baseline firing rate, early responses to stimuli and robust modulation490

of firing rate. This feature of PV+ cells was elicited through optogenetic studies in the mouse491

that show PV+ neurons in M1 have low baseline firing rate, early responsiveness to stimuli, high492

peak firing rate, and short discrimination time4. Cluster 5 also had similar properties to 1 and493

could also correspond to PV+ cells.494

Together, these results from immunohistochemistry suggest that the narrow-spiking clusters495

identified from WaveMAP potentially map on to different inhibitory types.496

Heterogeneity in decision-related activity emerges from both cell type and layer497

Our final analysis examines whether these WaveMAP clusters can explain some of the heterogeneity498

observed in decision-making responses in PMd above previous methods1. Heterogeneity in decision-499

related activity can emerge from two sources: laminar location that presumably reflects inputs500

and outputs or variability that can emerge from different cell types within each layer. To examine501

whether WaveMAP clusters and neuron depth captured the same or different aspects of the502

microcircuit, we regressed discrimination time on both separately and together. To compare these,503

we examined the change in variance explained (adjusted R2). We then compared this against the504

GMM clusters with depth information to show that WaveMAP better explains the heterogeneity505

of decision-related responses.506

We previously showed that some of the variability in decision-related responses is explained by the507

layer from which the neurons are recorded1. However, as our results here show, there is considerable508

variability within cortical layers. We therefore examined if adding cell type information in addition509

to cortical depth improved our explained variability in decision-related activity. Consistent with510

previous work, we found that cortical depth explains some variability in discrimination time (1.7%).511

We next examined if the WaveMAP clusters identified explain variability in discrimination time: a512

categorical regression between WaveMAP clusters and discrimination time, explained a much larger513

6.6% of variance. Including both cortical depth and cluster identity in the regression explained514

7.3% of variance in discrimination time.515

Repeating this analysis for GMM clusters, we found that GMM clusters regressed against dis-516

crimination time only explained 3.3% of variance and the inclusion of both GMM cluster and517

cortical depth only explained 4.6% of variance. Thus, we find that WaveMAP explains a much518

larger variance explained relative to depth alone or with traditional methods. This demonstrates519
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Figure 8: Anatomical labeling of three inhibitory interneuron types in PMd: (A) Maximum intensity
projection of immunohistological staining of rostral PMd CB+ interneurons in blue. Note the many weakly-positive
excitatory pyramidal neurons (arrows) in contrast to the strongly-positive interneurons (arrowheads). Only the
interneurons were considered in stereological counting. In addition, only around first 1.5 mm of tissue is shown
(top of layer V) but the full tissue area was counted down to 2.4 mm. Layer IV exists as a thin layer in this area.
Layer divisions were estimated based on depth and referencing Arikuni et al.78. (B) Maximum intensity projection
of immunohistological staining of PMd CR+ and PV+ interneurons in yellow and fuschia respectively. The same
depth of tissue and layer delineations were used as in (A). (C, D, E) Stereological manual counts82 (mean ±
S.D.) of CB+, CR+, PV+ cells in PMd respectively. Counts were collected from six specimens and normalized at
each depth.
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that WaveMAP clusters come closer to cell types than previous efforts and are not artifacts of520

layer-dependent decision-related inputs. That is, both the cortical layer in which a cell type is521

found as well WaveMAP cluster membership contributes to the variability in decision-related522

responses. Furthermore, they outperform GMM clusters as regressors of a functional property523

associated with cell types. These results further highlight the power of WaveMAP to separate out524

putative cell types and help better understand decision-making circuits.525

Discussion526

Our goal in this study was to further understand the relationship between waveform shape and the527

physiological, functional, and laminar distribution diversity of cell populations in dorsal premotor528

cortex during perceptual decision-making. Our approach was to develop a new method WaveMAP529

that combines a recently developed non-linear dimensionality reduction technique (UMAP) with530

graph clustering (Louvain community detection) to uncover hidden diversity in extracellular531

waveforms. We found this approach not only replicated previous studies by distinguishing between532

narrow- and broad-spiking neurons but did so in a way that 1) revealed additional diversity , and533

2) obviated the need to examine particular waveform features. In this way, our results demonstrate534

how traditional feature-based methods obscure biological detail, which is more faithfully revealed535

by our WaveMAP method. Furthermore, through interpretable machine learning, we show our536

approach not only leverages many of the features already established as important in the literature537

but expands upon them in a more nuanced manner—all with minimal supervision or stipulation of538

priors. Given the successes of standard UMAP across a variety of data domains, we envision that539

WaveMAP will provide improvements in these areas with its additions of graph-based clustering and540

interpretable machine learning. These diverse applications include computational ethology41,42,84,541

analyzing multi-scale population structure85, and even metascientific analyses of the literature86.542

Advantages of WaveMAP over traditional methods543

At the core of WaveMAP is UMAP which has important advantages over other non-linear544

dimensionality reduction methods that have been applied in this context, such as t-distributed545

stochastic neighborhood embedding (t-SNE)44. While providing visualization, these methods are546

difficult to cluster upon because they return a different mapping on every initialization. UMAP, in547

contrast, is a manifold learning method that projects efficiently into arbitrary dimensionalities while548

also returning an invertible transform. That is, we can pass new data into the projected space549

without having to recompute the mapping. This property provides two advantages over other550

dimensionality reduction approaches: First, it allows exploration of any region of the manifold.551

This yields an intuitive understanding of how UMAP non-linearly transforms the data which might552

be related to underlying biological phenomena. Thus, UMAP allows WaveMAP to go beyond553

a “discriminative model” typical of other clustering techniques and function as a “generative554

model” with which to make predictions. Second, it enables cross-validation of a classifier trained555

on cluster labels. This is impossible with methods that don’t return an invertible transform. To556

cross-validate unsupervised methods, unprocessed test data must be passed into the transform557

computed only on training data87. This is only possible if a proper transform is admitted by the558

method of dimensionality reduction as in UMAP.559

A final advantage of UMAP is that it inherently allows for not just unsupervised but supervised and560

semi-supervised learning whereas other methods do not88. This key difference enables “transductive561
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inference” which is making predictions on unlabeled test points based upon information gleaned562

from labeled training points. This opens up a diverse number of novel applications in neuroscience563

through informing the manifold learning process with biological ground truths (in what is called564

“metric learning”)89,90. Experimentalists could theoretically pass biological ground truths (e.g., cell565

type information derived using opto- or pharmaco-genetic methods in vivo or transcriptomics post-566

experiment) to WaveMAP as training labels. This would in effect “teach” WaveMAP to produce567

a manifold that more closely hews to true underlying diversity. For instance, if experimentalists568

“opto-tag” neurons of a particular cell type44,91–94, this information can be passed along with the569

extracellular waveform to WaveMAP which would, in a semi-supervised manner, learn manifolds570

better aligned to biological truth. A learned manifold could be used in future experiments to571

identify cell types in real-time without opto-tagging. This could be done by projecting the averaged572

waveforms found within an experiment into the learned WaveMAP manifold. This method would573

be especially useful in a scenario in which the number of electrodes exceeds the number of574

channels available to record from simultaneously and not all cell types are of equal interest to575

record (e.g., Neuropixels probes which have 960 electrodes but simultaneously record from only576

384 channels95,96). We believe this is a rich area that can be explored in future work.577

We use a fully-unsupervised method for separating and clustering waveform classes associated with578

distinct laminar distributions and functional properties in a decision-making task. One concern579

with fully unsupervised methods is that the features used for separation are unclear. However,580

by applying an interpretable machine learning method61,63, we showed that our unsupervised581

methods utilized many of the same waveform features derived by hand in previous work but582

did so in a single unifying framework. Our interpretable machine learning approach shows how583

each waveform feature delineates certain waveform clusters at the expense of others and—more584

importantly—shows how they can be optimally combined to reveal the full diversity of waveform585

shapes.586

Our novel approach of using non-linear dimensionality reduction with graph clustering on the587

population of extracellular action potentials compared to specified waveform features has parallels588

with the evolution of new approaches for the analysis of neuronal firing rates in relevant brain589

areas97–101. Classically, the approach to analyzing firing rates involved in cognition was to develop590

simple metrics that separated neurons recorded in relevant brain areas. For instance, tuning591

is used to separate neurons in the motor102 and visual cortex103. Similarly, visuomotor indices592

that categorize neurons along a visual to motor continuum are used to understand firing rates593

during various tasks in the frontal eye fields104 and premotor cortex1. However, these specified594

features quash other aspects of a firing rate profile in favor of focusing on only a few other595

aspects. New approaches to analyze firing rates use dimensionality reduction techniques such as596

principal component analysis97,98,105, tensor component analysis106, demixed principal component597

analysis107, targeted dimensionality reduction99, and autoencoder neural networks108. These598

methods have provided insight into heterogeneous neural activity patterns in many brain areas599

without the need for specified features like tuning or a visuomotor index. Our study adopts a similar600

approach for analysis of extracellular waveforms by examining whole populations and strongly601

suggests that non-linear dimensionality reduction methods applied to the entire extracellular602

waveform are better than using hand-derived waveform features such as trough to peak duration,603

repolarization time, spike width and other metrics. This progression also follows similar trends in604

machine learning towards data-driven approaches.605
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Waveform cluster shapes are unlikely to arise from electrode placement606

It is a possibility is that the diversity of waveforms we observe is just an artifact of electrode607

placement relative to the site of discharge. This supposes that waveform shape changes with608

with respect to the distance between the neuron and electrode. This is unlikely because both in609

vitro studies56 and computational simulations109 show distance from the soma induces changes610

in amplitude but not shape. We controlled for this variation in amplitude by normalizing spikes611

during preprocessing.612

It is another possibility that different neuronal structures present different waveform shapes. Put613

another way, the diversity we see could be due to recording from different morphological structures614

(dendrites, soma, or axons) rather than different cell types. While it is true that there are some cell615

structures associated with different waveform shapes (such as triphasic waveforms near neurites,616

especially axons29,30,35,56), highly-controlled in vitro studies show that a large majority of EAP’s617

are from somata (86%)56. In concordance with this, we only observed one cluster ( 4 , 6% of all618

EAP’s) with a triphasic shape. These waveforms were only found in deep layers where myelination619

is prevalent. Thus we believe that almost all of our waveforms come from somata, with the620

possible exclusion of 4 .621

It is also unlikely that the waveform diversity seen is due to the location of the electrode relative622

to the neuron given the observed differences in firing rate (Fig. 5), functional role (Fig. 6), and623

laminarity (Fig. 7) associated with each WaveMAP cluster.624

Given that electrode location has little effect on waveform shape, we might then ask what about625

a neuron’s waveform shape, in terms of cellular physiology, is captured by WaveMAP? We626

propose that the space found by UMAP-1 and UMAP-2 sensibly covaries according to documented627

properties of K+ ion channel dynamics. As UMAP-1 increases, we observe a smooth transition of628

the inflection of the repolarization slope from negative to positive (slow to fast repolarization rate).629

Said differently, the post-hyperpolarization peak becomes sharper as we increase in the UMAP-1630

direction. These observations are consistent with the same gradual change in intracellular AP631

repolarization slope facilitated by the kinetics of the fast voltage-gated Kv3 potassium-channel in an632

activity-dependent manner110. These channels are necessary for sustained high-frequency firing111.633

In the UMAP-2 direction, there is a smooth decrease in the width of the post-hyperpolarization634

peak and this direction roughly traverses from broad- to narrow-spiking to triphasic waveforms.635

This gradual change too has been noted as being associated with the kinetics of the Kv3 potassium-636

channel: blocking this channel in a dose-dependent manner with tetraethylammonium induces a637

gradual widening of post-hyperpolarization peak width112,113. Both of these changes in intracellular638

waveform shape likely have a strong effect on the shape of extracellular waveforms114.639

Better parcellation of waveform variability leads to biological insight640

Our results show a greater proportion of narrow- (putatively inhibitory) vs. broad-spiking (putatively641

excitatory) neurons (69% vs. 31% respectively); this appears inconsistent with anatomical studies.642

These studies demonstrate, through direct labeling of cell type, that in the macaque cortex,643

65-80% of neurons are excitatory while 20-35% are inhibitory. We are not the only study to report644

this puzzling result: Kaufman and colleagues53 note a proportion of “intermediary” cells that645

could be classified as either narrow- or broad-spiking. Onorato and colleagues24 also report greater646

numbers of narrow-spiking compared to broad-spiking neurons in monkey V1. Thus, care must be647
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taken when attempting links between spike waveform metrics and cell type. A resolution to this648

discrepancy is to rethink equating narrow-spiking to inhibitory cells and broad-spiking to excitatory649

cells. In the monkey, not all inhibitory neurons have narrow spikes58,115 and not all excitatory650

neurons have broad spikes20,21,24. Anatomical studies show that a substantial number of excitatory651

neurons in the monkey motor and visual cortices express the Kv3.1b potassium channel which652

is known to confer neurons with the ability to produce action potentials of narrow spike width653

and high firing rate22,25,116,117. Furthermore, in vivo studies show narrow-spiking neurons can be654

excitatory in motor20,21 and visual cortices22,24,25,116 of the macaque.655

We therefore believe prior studies have underexplored the diversity of classes accessed by their656

physiological recordings. Histograms of peak width (and other specified features) across literature657

are often not cleanly bimodal27,31,53, and the relative proportions of narrow vs. broad is often658

dependent on the cutoff chosen for narrow- vs. broad-spiking neurons which span a wide range20.659

Analyses like ours which look at entire waveforms—rather than a few specified features—extract660

this diversity from extracellular recordings wheres specified features mix waveform classes.661

We also find that many narrow-spiking subtypes in PMd signal choice earlier than broad-spiking662

neurons in our decision-making task (Fig. 6F). These observations are consistent with another663

study of PMd in monkeys in reach target selection and movement production75. In this study,664

narrow-spiking neurons signaled the selected target 25 ms earlier than broad-spiking neurons. Our665

results are also consistent with other studies of narrow- vs. broad-spiking neurons in the frontal666

eye fields (FEF)9 and inferior temporal area (IT)76 during decision-making. In these studies,667

narrow-spiking neurons had higher firing rates before movement onset compared to broad-spiking668

neurons—a result consistent with our observations for some “narrow-spiking” PMd neurons. Our669

analyses recapitulate these results and provide additional insights into how different narrow-spiking670

cell types correlate with decisions. We reproduce the result that narrow-spiking cells, as a whole,671

have a lower discrimination time than broad-spiking cells but in addition we show that certain672

narrow-spiking cells respond as slowly as broad-spiking cells ( 2 and 4 ; Fig. 6F). This lends673

further evidence to our theory that 2 and 4 are likely narrow-spiking excitatory cells.674

We observed further heterogeneity in narrow-spiking cells with different clusters occupying different675

discrete areas of cortex. One of our narrow-spiking clusters (cluster 2 ) was localized to more676

superficial layers (Fig. 7B) and had functional properties—low baseline firing rate and longer677

discrimination times—which are thought to be more closely aligned to properties of excitatory678

neurons. Furthermore, it is known that there are large populations of narrow-spiking excitatory679

cells in other areas (PMd is as of yet unstudied in this manner)21. Similarly, another narrow-spiking680

cluster ( 4 ) exhibited physiological and functional properties to 2 (all comparisons not significant681

in Fig. 5C, D, and E or Fig. 6E and F) but with a distinct laminar distribution Fig. 7B and highly682

triphasic waveform shape Fig. S7B. In contrast to 2 which concentrated in layer III, 4 was683

restricted to deep layers which are known to contain large pyramidal cells, often corticospinal.684

This is also where large-amplitude triphasic waveforms appear most often29,30,35. We suspect that685

cluster 2 is similar to the one reported in a recent study of the primary visual cortex24 while 4686

likely contains axons or initial segments of deep narrow-spiking pyramidal cells20,21,117.687

Neuropixels and optogenetics can provide better insight into candidate cell classes in the monkey688

Our recordings here were performed with 16 channel U-probes and provided reasonable estimates of689
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laminar organization for these different putative cell classes. Use of high-density electrophysiological690

methods providing higher electrode counts perpendicular to the cortical surface would provide691

further insight into the laminar organization of different cell types96. High-density recording would692

allow us to perform WaveMAP in an additional dimension (across multiple electrodes) to increase693

confidence in identified cell classes and localization of signal to somata44. Sensitive electrodes694

providing spatial access to neural activity96 can also improve our understanding of how these cell695

classes are organized both parallel and perpendicular to cortical surface118,119. This would allow696

for the identification of “me-types” through electromorphology37,45.697

Another powerful tool that has been leveraged in the study of cell types during behavior is698

optogenetics3,5,6. Although in its infancy relative to its use in the mouse, optogenetics in monkeys699

offers direct interrogation of cell types. Future studies that combine opto-tagging in monkeys with700

simultaneous application of WaveMAP and other waveform classification methods will allow us to701

more precisely link our putative cell classes to function120 and do so in vivo. NHP optogenetics is702

slowly advancing and efforts in many research groups around the world are producing new methods703

for in vivo optogenetics121. We expect future experiments using the promising new mDlx122 and704

h56d123 promoter sequences to selectively opto-tag inhibitory neurons or PV+ neurons directly124705

will greatly benefit validation of these derived cell classes.706
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Methods (3,000 words)736

Subjects and Surgery737

Our experiments were conducted using two adult male macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta;738

monkey T, 7 years, 14 kg; O, 11 years, 15.5 kg) that were trained to reach to visual targets for a739

juice reward. Our Monkeys were housed in a social vivarium with a normal day/night cycle. All740

experimental protocols were approved by the Stanford University Institutional Animal Care and Use741

Committee (IACUC). After initial training to come out of the cage and sit comfortably in a chair,742

monkeys underwent sterile surgery for implantation of head restraint holders (Crist Instruments,743

cylindrical head holder) and standard recording cylinders (Crist Instruments, Hagerstown, MD).744
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We placed our cylinders over caudal PMd (+16, 15 stereotaxic coordinates) and surface normal to745

the cortex. We covered the skull within the cylinder with a thin layer of dental acrylic/PALACOS746

bone cement.747

Apparatus748

Monkeys sat in a customized chair (Crist Instruments, Snyder Chair) with the head restrained via749

the surgical implant. The arm not used for reaching was loosely restrained using a tube and a750

cloth sling. Experiments were controlled and data were collected under a custom computer control751

system (xPC target and Psychtoolbox-3125). Visual stimuli were displayed on an Acer HN2741752

computer screen placed approximately 30 cm from the monkey and a photodetector (Thorlabs753

PD360A) was used to record the onset of the visual stimulus at a 1 ms resolution. Every session,754

we taped a small infrared reflective bead (11.5 mm, NDI Digital passive spheres) 1 cm from the755

tip of the middle digit of the right hand (left hand, monkey O). The position of this bead was756

tracked optically in the infrared (60 Hz, 0.35 mm root mean square accuracy; Polaris system;757

Northern Digital).758

Eye position was tracked with an overhead infrared camera (estimated accuracy of 1°, Iscan,759

Burlington, MA). To get a stable eye image for the overhead infrared camera, an infrared dichroic760

mirror was positioned at a 45° angle (facing upward) immediately in front of the nose. This mirror761

reflected the image of the eye in the infrared range while letting visible light pass through. A visor762

placed around the chair prevented the monkey from touching the infrared mirror, the juice tube,763

or bringing the bead to his mouth.764

Behavioral training765

Our animals were trained using the following operant conditioning protocol. First, the animal766

was rewarded for arm movements toward the screen and learnt to take pieces of fruit on the767

screen. Once the animal acquired the association between reaching and reward, the animal was768

conditioned to reach and touch a target for a juice reward. The position, as well as the color of this769

target, was then randomized as the monkey learned to touch targets of various colors at different770

locations on the screen. We then used a design in which the monkey first held the central hold for771

a brief period, and then a checkerboard cue, which was nearly 100% red or 100% green, appeared772

for 400–600 ms and finally the two targets appeared. The monkey received a reward for making a773

reach to the color of the target that matched the checkerboard cue. Two-target “Decision” blocks774

were interleaved with single target blocks to reinforce the association between checkerboard color775

and the correct target. After two weeks of training with this interleaved paradigm, the animal776

reliably reached to the target matching the color of the central checkerboard cue. We switched777

the paradigm around by adopting a design in which the targets appeared before the checkerboard778

cue onset. We initially trained on holding periods (where the monkeys view targets) from 300 to779

1800 ms. We trained the animal to maintain the hold on the center until the checkerboard cue780

appeared by providing small amounts of juice at rough time intervals. When the animal reliably781

avoided breaking central hold during the holding period, we stopped providing small amounts of782

juice. After the animal learned to stay still during the target viewing period, we introduced more783

difficult checkerboard cues to the animal while reducing the maximal holding period to 900 ms.784

We then trained the animal to discriminate the checkerboard as accurately and as fast as possible785

while discouraging impulsivity by adopting timeouts.786
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Electrophysiological recordings787

Known response properties of PMd and M1, the neural responses to muscle palpation, and788

stereotactic coordinates were used as our guides for electrophysiological recordings. Our chambers789

were placed surface normal to cortex to align with the skull of the monkey and recordings were790

performed perpendicular to the surface of the brain. Recordings were made anterior to the central791

sulcus, lateral to the spur of the arcuate sulcus, and lateral to the precentral dimple. For both792

monkeys, we were able to identify the upper and lower arm representation by repeated palpation793

at a large number of sites to identify muscle groups associated with the sites. Recordings were794

performed in the PMd and M1 contralateral to the arm used by the monkey. Monkey T used his795

right arm (O used his left arm) to perform tasks.796

A subset of the electrophysiological recordings were performed using traditional single electrode797

recording techniques. Briefly, we made small burr holes through the PALACOS/acrylic using798

handheld drills. We then used a Narishige drive with a blunt guide tube placed in firm contact799

with the dura. Recordings were obtained using FHC electrodes to penetrate the overlying dura.800

Every effort was made to isolate single units during the recordings with FHC electrodes by online801

monitoring and seeking out well-isolated signals.802

We performed linear multi-contact electrode (U-probe) recordings in the same manner as sin-803

gle electrode recordings with some minor modifications. We used a slightly sharpened guide804

tube to provide more purchase on dura. We also periodically scraped away, under ketamine-805

dexmetotomidine anesthesia, any overlying tissue on the dura. Both these modifications greatly806

facilitated penetration of the U-probe. We typically penetrated the brain at very slow rates (~2–5807

µm/s). Once we felt we had a reasonable sample population of neurons, potentially spanning808

different cortical layers, we stopped and waited for 45–60 min for the neuronal responses to809

stabilize. The experiments then progressed as usual. We used 180-µm thick 16-electrode U-probes810

with an inter-electrode spacing of 150 µm; electrode contacts were 100 KΩ in impedance.811

We attempted to minimize the variability in U-probe placement on a session-by-session basis.812

Our approach was to place the U-probe so that the most superficial electrodes (electrodes 1,813

2 on the 16 channel probe) were in layer I and able to record multi-unit spiking activity. Any814

further movement of the electrode upwards resulted in the spiking activity disappearing and a815

change in the overall activity pattern of the electrode (suppression of overall LFP amplitudes).816

Similarly, driving the electrodes deeper resulted in multiphasic extracellular waveforms and also a817

change in auditory markers which were characterized by decreases in overall signal intensity and818

frequency content. Both markers suggested that the electrode entered white matter. Recording819

yields and electrode placement were in general much better in monkey T (average of ~16 units820

per session) than monkey O (average of ~9 units per session). We utilized these physiological821

markers as a guide to place electrodes and thus minimize variability in electrode placement on a822

session-by-session basis. Importantly, the variability in placement would act against our findings823

of depth-related differences shown in Fig. 7.824

Preprocessing of single-unit recordings825

We obtained 996 extracellularly recorded single units (778 units recorded with the U-probe) from826

PMd across two monkeys (450 from Monkey O and 546 from Monkey T). Of these, we identified827

801 units whose ISI violations (refractory period ≤ 1.5 ms) ≤ 1.5%1. Our waveforms were filtered828
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with a 4th-order 250 Hz high-pass Butterworth filter. The waveforms for each of the units were829

extracted for a duration of 1.6 ms with a pre-trough period of 0.4 ms, sampled at 30 kHz.830

Alignment and normalization of waveforms831

In order to calculate the mean waveform for each single unit, we upsampled individual waveforms832

calculated over different trials by a factor of 10 and aligned them based on the method proposed833

in32. For each waveform, we calculated its upswing slope (slope between trough to peak) and the834

downswing slope (slope to the trough) and re-aligned to the midpoint of the slope that exceeded835

the other by a factor of 1.5. Following this alignment, we chose the best set of waveforms for836

calculating the mean as those that satisfied the criteria (1) less the 2 standard deviations (S.D.)837

from the mean at each point and (2) average deviation from the mean across time is less than838

0.432. The final set of waveforms for each unit was averaged and downsampled to 48 time points.839

Upon visual inspection, we then identified 761 units (625 single units with 490 U-probe recorded840

units) whose average waveforms qualified the criteria of exhibiting a minimum of two phases841

with a first trough trajectory and the remaining waveforms, unless stated otherwise here, were842

removed from the analysis. We excluded positive-spiking waveforms because of their association843

with axons35. Finally, we normalized the waveforms by dividing the extreme value of the amplitude844

such that the maximum deviation is ±1 unit50.845

It is important to note that the preprocessing we use, individual mean subtraction and ±1 unit846

normalization, operates independently of the data. Using another commonly used preprocessing847

normalization, normalization to trough depth, we obtained extremely similar results. We found848

±1 unit trough to peak normalization had virtually the same number of clusters as normalization849

to trough (8.29 ± 0.84 vs. 8.16 ± 0.65 clusters, mean ± S.D.; Fig. S5A and C). Furthermore,850

both normalizations picked out the same structure (Fig. S5B and D; the normalization to trough851

did have a 9th cluster splitting off of 5 but this was something also seen with ±1 unit trough to852

peak normalization in certain data subsets as well.853

WaveMAP: UMAP and Louvain clustering854

The normalized extracellular waveforms were passed into the Python package umap 0.4.0rc348
855

with the parameters shown in S1. The n_neighbors value was increased to 20 to induce more856

emphasis on global structure. UMAP utilizes a stochastic k-nearest neighbor search to establish857

the graph and stochastic gradient descent to arrive at the embedding thus it produces similar but858

different embeddings in the projected space. For reproducibility reasons, the random_state was859

fixed in the algorithm and in numpy. The choice of random seed only impacted the projection and860

not the clustering (Fig. S2A). From here, the graph provided by umap.graph_ was passed into861

the Louvain community detection algorithm to generate the clustering seen in Fig. 2A. For details862

of the UMAP algorithm, see Supplementary Information.863

Graph networks are often hierarchical and it has been recommended that the Louvain resolution864

parameter be chosen to elicit the phenomenon of interest126,127. To select the resolution parameter865

t, we chose a value that best balanced a maximization of modularity score (a measure of the866

ratio between connections within a cluster vs. incoming from outside of it; see Supplementary867

Information) while still returning an interpretable number of clusters given our data size. We868

selected a resolution parameter at the “elbow” of the number of clusters and at the top of869

the modularity score plateau of maximum values (yellow marker on Fig. 2B). Choosing a lower870
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resolution parameter resulted in communities of size lower than 20 units which precluded statistical871

comparison against other communities Fig. S2A. These scores were calculated over 25 random872

UMAP instantiations of the full dataset. For algorithmic details of Louvain clustering, see873

Supplementary Information.874

To validate that our parameter selection was stable and produced the same number of clusters875

reliably, we used a bootstrap and applied the WaveMAP procedure to random subsets of the full876

data set Fig. S2B. We obtained 100 random samples from 10% to 100% of the full data set in877

10% increments while simultaneously choosing a different random seed for the UMAP algorithm878

each time. Thus the variances due to sampling and random instantiation are compounded and879

shown together in Fig. S2B.880

Ensemble clustering for graphs (ECG)128,129 was used to validate the clusters found in Fig. 2A881

(see Fig. S2C). We added the algorithm (https://github.com/ftheberge/Ensemble-Clustering-882

for-Graphs) into the python-igraph package130 and passed UMAP graphs into it directly. We883

set the number of partitions k to be 10 to produce the plot in Fig. S2C. This algorithm uses k884

different randomized instantiations of the clusters in the graph followed by one round of Louvain885

clustering (Fig. S1B. Each of these k (called level-1 partitions since one round of Louvain was886

performed) graphs are then combined as a single graph such that when edges co-occur between887

nodes in one of the k graphs, it is more heavily weighted. This ensembling of several graphs via888

the weight function WP (see Supplemental Methods) yields the final ECG graph.889

Gradient-boosted random forest classifier890

We then trained a gradient boosted random forest classifier in xgboost 1.0.2131 with five-fold891

cross-validation on the WaveMAP cluster labels in Fig. 2A. A 30% - 70% test-train split was used.892

Optimal hyperparameters were obtained after a grid search using scikit-learn’s GridSearchCV893

function with parameters in Table S1. The default objective function binary:logistic was also894

used. The percent accuracy for each cluster against all others is plotted as a confusion matrix in895

Fig. 2C.896

The same procedure was used when training on the GMM labels found in Fig. 3D and for the eight897

cluster GMM labels in Fig. S3B. Each of these classifiers also separately underwent hyperparameter898

tuning using scikit-learn’s GridSearchCV function as well with final hyperparameters shown899

in S1.900

It is important to note that cross-validation was done after the cluster labels were generated which901

results in data leakage87,132 hurting out-of-dataset performance and thus classifier performance902

only demonstrates UMAP’s ability to sensibly separate waveforms within-dataset relative to903

traditional GMM methods (Fig. 3D). Fig. 2C is not meant to show how such a classifier would904

perform out-of-dataset.905

Specified waveform shape features906

To compute specified features for each normalized waveforms (Fig. 3A), we first up-sampled907

the waveforms from 48 to 480 time points using a cubic spline interpolation method. We then908

used this up-sampled waveform to compute three separate features: trough to peak duration, AP909

width, and peak ratio. Trough to peak is the time from the bottom of the depolarization trough910

(global minimum) to the post-hyperpolarization peak (subsequent local maximum). AP width was911
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calculated as the width of the depolarization trough at the full-width half-minimum point. Both912

these measures were found using the mwave function from the MLIB 1.7.0.0 toolbox. Peak ratio913

was the ratio of heights (above baseline) between the pre-hyperpolarization (maximum before914

trough) and the post-hyperpolarization peak (maximum after trough).915

Gaussian mixture model clustering916

Using the specified feature values (trough to peak, AP width, and peak ratio), the normalized917

waveforms were clustered in the three-dimensional feature space using a Gaussian mixture model918

(GMM) with hard-assignment (each data point belongs to one cluster) through MATLAB’s919

fitgmdist function across 50 replicates (Fig. 3B). Each replicate is a different random instantiation920

of the GMM algorithm and the model with the largest log likelihood is chosen.921

The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) was used to determine the optimal cluster number and
is defined as

BIC = −2 lnP (X|θ) +K ln (n) (1)
where the first term −2 lnP (X|θ) is the negative log likelihood function i.e. the conditional922

probability of observing the sample X given a vector of parameters θ. In the partular case of923

GMM, the function P (X) is a sum of multivariate Gaussians. The second term K ln (n) is a924

penalty on model complexity (a regularization) thus capturing the idea that “simple is better”925

and ultimately constraining the number of Gaussians used to fit the data. It is a function of the926

number of free model parameters K and the size of the dataset n.927

Assuming we have Nf features and Nc clusters we can calculate K using the following framework.
For each Gaussian, the total number of parameters is Nf means and Nf(Nf + 1)/2 covariance
parameters. Another free parameter that is learned is the weight for each Gaussian that sums
up to 1, leaving us with Nc − 1 unique weights. Thus the K which is the effective number of
parameters is,

K = Nc

(
Nf + Nf (Nf + 1)

2

)
+Nc − 1 (2)

The “best” model in a BIC-sense will have the set of parameters θ maximizing the likelihood928

function (thus minimizing the negative log likelihood) for a given model or model family—a929

number of multivariate Gaussians in a three-dimensional feature space in this case. To arrive at930

the parameters best approximating the Gaussian distribution giving rise to the data (Maximum931

Likelihood Estimation or MLE), the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm was used. The932

optimal cluster number was selected as the lowest number of clusters between 1 and 10 at which933

the change in BIC was minimal (at the “elbow” in Fig. 3C).934

Interpretable machine learning: UMAP inverse transform and SHAP935

To facilitate interpretability, we used the invertibility of the UMAP transform (which itself is based936

on Delauney triangulation) to generate test waveforms tiling the manifold of the projected space937

Fig. 4A. 100 evenly-spaced test coordinates were generated spanning the manifold and passed938

backwards through the UMAP transform using umap’s built-in inverse_transform function.939

The waveform generated at each test point is shown color-coded to the nearest cluster color or in940

gray if the distance exceeds 0.5 units in UMAP space.941
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Using the package shap (https://github.com/slundberg/shap), SHAP values were calculated for942

the classifier trained on WaveMAP identified clusters. The trained XGBoost model was passed943

directly into the model-agnostic shap.TreeExplainer62 which then calculated SHAP values for944

all waveform time points (features). TreeExplainer assigned SHAP values for every time point945

class-by-class and these were used to generate the class-specific SHAP plots (Fig. 4C). The SHAP946

values for each time point, across classes, was summed to generate the overall SHAP values for947

each time point (Fig. 4B).948

Choice-selective signal949

We use an approach developed by Meister and Huk to estimate the choice-selective signal133. We950

chose such an approach because decision-related activity of PMd neurons is not simply increases951

and decreases in firing rate and often shows considerable temporal modulation. We estimated952

for each neuron a choice-selective signal on a time point-by-time point basis as absolute value of953

the firing rate difference between left and right choice trials (|left - right|) or equivalently954

|PREF-NONPREF|. We use this choice-selective signal to understand choice-related dynamics and955

estimate discrimination time.956

Discrimination time957

We identified the discrimination time, that is the time at which the neuron demonstrated significant958

choice selectivity, on a neuron-by-neuron basis. We compared the choice-selective signal at each959

point to the 95th percentile of the bootstrap estimates of baseline choice-selective signal (i.e.,960

before checkerboard stimulus onset). We enforced the condition that the choice-selective signal961

should be significantly different from the baseline for at least 25 ms after this first identified time962

to be included as an estimate of a time of significant choice selectivity for that neuron. Using963

longer windows provided very similar results.964

Choice-related dynamics965

To understand the dynamics of the choice-selectivity signal as a function of the unsigned checker-966

board coherence, we performed the following analysis. As described above, we first estimated the967

choice-selectivity signal in spikes/s for each neuron and each checkerboard coherence as shown968

for example in Fig. 6A,B. We then estimated the slope of this choice-selectivity signal in the969

175-325 millisecond period after checkerboard onset. Repeating this analysis for each unsigned970

checkerboard coherence provided us with an estimate of the rate of change of the choice selectivity971

signal (η) for all the coherences is spikes/s/s. Averaging over neurons for each cluster provided us972

with the graphs in Fig. 6C,D. We then estimated the dependence of η on unsigned coherence by973

regressing η and coherence to estimate how strong choice-selectivity signals in a particular cluster974

are modulated by the checkerboard input and are summarized in Fig. 6E.975

Experimental subjects (anatomical data)976

Archived tissues were harvested from six young rhesus macaques of both sexes (9 ± 1.13 years,977

Macaca mulatta). These subjects were close in age to the macaques used in the main study and978

were part of part of a larger program of studies on aging and cognition led by Dr. Douglas Rosene.979

These monkeys were obtained from the Yerkes National Primate Center and housed individually in980

the Laboratory Animal Science Center at the Boston University School of Medicine; these facilities981

are fully accredited by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal982
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Care (AAALAC). Research was conducted in strict accordance with the guidlines of the National983

Institutes of Health’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and Public Health Service984

Policy on the Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.985

Perfusion and fixation986

All brain tissue for histological studies was fixed and harvested using our well-established two-stage987

perfustion protocol as described134. After sedation with ketamine hydrochloride (10 mg/ml)988

and deep anesthetization with sodium pentobarbital (to effect, 15 mg/kg i.v.), monkeys were989

perfused through the ascending aorta with ice-cold Krebs–Henseleit buffer containing (in mM): 6.4990

Na2HPO4, 1.4 NA2PO4, 137.0 NaCl, 2.7 KCl, and 1.0 MgCl2 at pH 7.4 (Sigma-Aldrich) followed991

by fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.4, 37 °C). The fixed992

brain sample was blocked, in situ, in the coronal plane, removed from the skull and cryoprotected993

in a series of glycerol solutions, and flash frozen in 70 °C isopentane135. The brain was cut on994

a freezing microtome in the coronal plate at 30 µm and were systematically collected into 10995

matched series and stored in cryoprotectant (15% glycerol, in 0.1M PB, pH 7.4) at -80 °C136.996

Immunohistochemistry997

To assess the laminar distribution of interneurons we batch processed 30 µm coronal sections998

through the rostral dorsal premotor cortex area (PMdr) from six specimens. Sections were999

immunolabelled for inhibitory neuronal subtypes based on their expression of calcium binding1000

proteins, calbindin (CB), calretinin (CR), and parvalbumin (PV), which label non-overlapping1001

populations in primates81. Free floating sections were first rinsed (3 x 10 min, 4 °C) in 0.01M1002

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and incubated in 50 mM glycine for 1 hr at 4 °C. Sections were1003

then rinsed in 0.01M PBS (3 x 10 min, 4 °C), and antigen retrieval was performed with 10 mM1004

sodium citrate (pH 8.5) in a 60-70 °C water bath for 20 min. Sections were then rinsed in 0.01M1005

PBS (3 x 10 min, 4 °C) and incubated in pre-block (0.01M PBS, 5% bovine serum albumin1006

[BSA], 5% normal donkey serum [NDS], 0.2% Triton X-100) to reduce any non-specific binding1007

of secondary antibodies. Primary antibodies (Fig. S2) were diluted in 0.1 M PB, 0.2% acetylated1008

BSA (BSA-c), 1% NDS, 0.1% Triton X-100. To increase the penetration of the antibody, two1009

microwave incubation sessions (2 × 10 min at 150 watts) using the Pelco Biowave Pro (Ted1010

Pella), followed by a 48 hour incubation at 4 °C with gentle agitation. After rinsing (3 x 101011

min) in 0.01M PBS at 4 °C, sections were co-incubated with secondary antibodies diluted in1012

incubation buffer (see S2), microwaved 2 × 10 min at 150 W, and placed at 4 °C for 24 hours1013

with gentle agitation. Sections were then rinsed (3 x 10min) in 0.1M PB, mounted onto slides1014

and coverslipped with prolong anti-fade gold mounting medium (ThermoFisher) and cured at1015

room temperature in the dark.1016

Confocal microscopy and visualization of immunofluorescent labeling1017

Immunofluorescent labeling was imaged using a laser-scanning confocal microscope (Leica SPE)1018

using 488 and 561 nm diode lasers. For each coronal section, two sets of tile scan images of1019

a cortical column, ~200 µm wide and spanning, from pia to the white matter boundary, were1020

obtained in the PMdr. This corresponded to the area 6FR in cytoarchitectrual maps80,137,138 and1021

area F7 in several functional maps139,140. The two columns were spaced 200 µm apart. All images1022

were acquired using a plain apochromat 40x/1.3 NA oil-immersion objective at a resolution of1023

0.268 x 0.268 x 0.5 µm voxel size. The resulting image stacks were deconvolved and converted to1024

8-bit images using AutoQuant (Media Cybernetics) to improve the signal to noise ratio134.1025
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Stereological cell counting1026

Due to its demonstrated ability in producing minimally-biased results, 3D stereologic cell counting82
1027

was utilized to count parvalbumin- (PV+), calretinin- (CR+) and calbindin-positive (CB+) cells.1028

Using the CellCounter plugin in Fiji141 on each image stack after maximum intensity projection,1029

the inhibitory cells were counted slice by slice, recognized by their round shape (as opposed to1030

pyramids), lack of apical dendrite, and relatively high uniform intensity. Cells at the bottom slice1031

of each image stack and touching the left image border were excluded to avoid double-counting.1032

Statistics1033

All statistical tests (Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Kruskal-Wallis, and Mann-Whitney U) were conducted1034

using the package scipy.stats142. Multiple comparisons were corrected for using false detection-1035

rate adjusted p-values (Benjamini-Hochberg); this was done using scipy.stats.multitest1036

and scikit-posthocs143. Ordinary least squares regressions were conducted in the package1037

statsmodels144. Bootstrapped standard errors of the median were calculated by taking 5,0001038

random samples with replacement (a bootstrap) of a dataset and then the standard deviation1039

of each bootstrap was taken. Effect sizes were given as adjusted R2 values or Cohen’s f 2 (of1040

a one-way ANOVA) using statsmodels.formula.api.ols and statsmodels.stats.oneway1041

respectively.1042
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Supplementary Information1391

Clustering in high-dimensionality and the curse of dimensionality1392

Clustering in high-dimensions is a difficult problem. In particular, “concentration of measure”1393

results in Euclidean distances, used by k-Means clustering, becoming meaningless as a measure of1394

distance. Specifically, as dimensionality increases, the difference between distances of randomly1395

chosen points all converge to the same constant distance145,146. UMAP counters this by assuming1396

“connectedness” between each point and its nearest neighbors. This results in the local unit distance1397

metric around each data point stretching or contracting147 (see Supplementary Information). In1398

addition, traditionally used clustering methods like a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) or k-Means1399

do not consistently capture these clusters because they assume normality in cluster shape. This1400

is violated by the perturbations introduced by the non-linearity of the UMAP projection even if1401

distributions are Gaussian in the original high-dimensional space (which they are also likely not1402

either).1403

UMAP dimensionality reduction1404

UMAP is among the class of non-linear dimensionality reductions known as manifold learning1405

algorithms which also includes other well-known methods in neuroscience such as Isomap148 and1406

t-SNE149 (see150 for a review of methods). Key to this algorithm is the presumption that although1407

data may not be uniformly spaced in the ambient space, it is uniform on some low-dimensional1408

manifold. It is also assumed that the underlying manifold is locally connected (i.e. doesn’t1409

have any breaks or isolated points). This leads to the conclusion that the underlying notion of1410

distance (Riemannian metric) changes in each region of the manifold: the notion of a unit distance1411

“stretches” in areas of sparser density and “shortens” in areas of higher density. This is formalized1412

beginning with defining how a local Riemannian metric g should be constructed by Lemma 11413

of48:1414

Lemma 1: LetM be a Riemannian manifold equipped with a metric g in ambient1415

space Rn. Let p ∈M be a point in this space. If g is locally constant about the point1416

p in an open neighborhood U such that g is a constant diagonal matrix in diagonal1417

coordinates, then in a ball B ⊆ U centered at p with a volume πn/2

Γ(n/2+1) with respect1418

to g, the geodesic distance from p to any point q ∈ B is 1
r
dRn(p, q), where r is the1419

radius of the ball in the ambient space and dRn is the existing metric on the ambient1420

space.1421

Using this definition of g, each ball B of fixed volume should contain the same number of data1422

points in X regardless of where on the manifold B is located. This also implies that a ball centered1423

on data point xi should contain the k-nearest neighbors of xi in a fixed volume no matter which1424

xi ∈ X is chosen. Thus the geodesic distance around each data point is normalized by its distance1425

to its kth nearest neighbor.1426

To compensate for the impact of certain nearest neighbors in the ball lying much further than
those closer by, the normalizing distances are transformed by the exponential function,

k∑
j=1

exp
(−|xi − xij |

ri

)
= log2(k)
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To unite these disparate metric spaces (each data point has a possibly unique local notion of1427

distance), category theory is used to convert this representation to that of a fuzzy simplicial set1428

via an adjunction that will not be defined here (see Section 3 of48 and the Nerve Theorem). In1429

this way, the topological structure of the data can be equivalently represented as a metric space or1430

a set of fuzzy simplices. One large benefit of this construction is that while normalized distances1431

in high-dimensional spaces suffer from the Curse of Dimensionality in the form of concentration1432

of measure, normalized nearest neighbor distances do not147. The end result of this process is1433

an approximation of the topology of the manifold by fuzzy simplicial sets in the form of a Čech1434

complex.1435

With this fuzzy topological representation, the low-dimensional representation can be found through
an optimization procedure that minimizes the cross-entropy of fuzzy simplicial sets containing the
same objects. Given two fuzzy sets with the same members A and separate membership strength
functions µ and ν (of Spivak’s characteristic form151), the cross-entropy C((A, µ), (A, ν)) is
defined as,

C((A, µ), (A, ν)) ,
∑
a∈A

µ(a) log µ(a)
ν(a) +

(
1− µ(a)

)
log 1− µ(a)

1− ν(a)

.
The first term µ(a) log µ(a)

ν(a) captures the attractive force minimised if short edges in high-dimension1436

correspond to short edges in low-dimension and (1− µ(a)) log 1−µ(a)
1−ν(a) is the repulsive forces that1437

are minimised if long edges in high-dimension correspond to long edges in low-dimension.1438

From a computational perspective, this whole UMAP process proceeds in two steps: construction1439

of a k-nearest neighbor graph and layout of the graph into a low-dimensional manifold. Note1440

that after the first step, the k-nearest neighbor graph is passed to Louvain community detection1441

and thus the clustering is not dependent on the embedding of the graph, just on its construction1442

and associated UMAP parameters such as n_neighbors and metric but not min_dist. The1443

embedding is however used for visualization and interpretability.1444

Graph construction: Given a set of data points X = {x1, . . . , xN} and a metric d,
the construction of an undirected weighted k-nearest neighbor graph (captured by
an adjacency matrix capturing the connection weights between nodes) is conducted
using a nearest neighbor descent algorithm152. For each data point xi ∈ X and fixed
nearest neighbor hyperparameter k, we have the set {xi1 . . . xik} the set of k-nearest
neighbors of xi under the local Riemannian metric d. We define ρi and σi such that,

ρi = min {d(xi, xij )|1 ≤ j ≤ k, d(xi, xij ) > 0}

and setting σi such that,

log2(k) =
k∑
j=1

exp
(−max

(
0, d(xi, xij )− ρi

)
σi

)
.

The weighted graph G = (V,E,w) is defined in terms of the vertices V , edges
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E = {(xi, xij )|1 ≤ j ≤ k, 1 ≤ i ≤ N}, and weight function w as,

w((xi, xij )) =
k∑
j=1

exp
(−max

(
0, d(xi, xij )− ρi

)
σi

)

. If A is the weighted adjacency matrix of G, we can get the undirected weighted
graph B by the relationship,

B = A+ Aᵀ − A ◦ Aᵀ

where ◦ is the Hadamard product.1445

Graph layout: The UMAP algorithm finds a low-dimensional projection (manifold)
of the high-dimensional data by a force directed layout of the constructed graph.
Before this is done though, the graph is spectrally embedded to aid in consistency and
convergence of the algorithm through initialization153–155. The symmetric normalized
Laplacian L of the graph is calculated for the 1-skeleton of the weighted graph which
is analogous to the Laplace-Beltrami operator (divergence of the gradient, ∆f = ∇2f)
on a manifold. If D is the degree matrix (a diagonal matrix containing the degree of
each vertex) of the adjacency matrix A, we compute the Laplacian matrix as,

L = D
1
2 (D − A)D 1

2

with associated eigenvectors y and eigenvalues λ,

Ly = λDy.

After the spectral embedding of the graph with Laplacian eigenmaps, the force directed
graph layout iteratively applies attractive and repulsive forces on the edges and vertices.
The attractive force between two vertices i and j at coordinates yi and yj with tunable
hyperparameters a and b and is determined by,

−2ab
∥∥∥yi − yj

∥∥∥2(b−1)

2

1 +
∥∥∥yi − yj

∥∥∥2

2

w
(
(xi, xj)

)
(yi − yj)

and the repulsive forces with hyper-parameter ε = 0.001 to prevent division by zero,

b(
ε+

∥∥∥yi − yj
∥∥∥2

2

)(
1 +

∥∥∥yi − yj
∥∥∥2

2

)(1− w
(
(xi, xj)

))
(yi − yj).

This optimization procedure is then completed using stochastic gradient descent to1446

arrive at the final embedding.1447
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Louvain method for community detection1448

The Louvain method for community detection (here called clustering)49 operates on a weighted
network and locates highly-interconnected nodes called a community. This “connectedness” is
measured by their modularity Q with added resolution parameter t156,157 (taking real values
between -1 and 1 inclusive) defined as,

Qt = (1− t) + 1
2m

∑
i,j

[
tAi,j −

kikj
2m

]
δ(ci, cj)

where t is a parameter controlling the “characteristic scale” of the communities127. The larger1449

the resolution parameter, the fewer the number of communities and the larger their size. Smaller1450

values of resolution parameter results in more communities smaller in size. Note that when t = 1,1451

the simplified definition of modularity is given as appears in49. Ai,j is an adjacency matrix with1452

the weights of the edges between the nodes indexed by i and j. ki = ∑
j Ai,j is the sum of1453

weights of the edges connected to the node i. ci is the community to which the node i belongs1454

to and the function δ(ci, cj) is an indicator function that is 1 if ci = cj and 0 otherwise. The1455

value m = 1
2
∑
i,j Ai,j which is the sum of all the weights of all the edges in the network. This1456

equation also serves as an objective function for the iterative procedure in Blondel et al 200849
1457

which proceeds in two steps,1458

Modularity Optimization: Each node is assigned to its own community (in the
initial step) and then each node is moved into a community with a random neighbor
and the change in modularity is examined. The equation for this change in modularity
is,

∆Qt =
∑in +ki,in

2m −

∑tot +ki
2m

2
−

∑in
2m −

∑tot
2m

−
 ki

2m

2.
where ∑in is the sum of all the weights inside the community that the node i is moving1459

into. ∑tot is the sum of all the weights of the edges to nodes in the community i is1460

moving into. ki is the sum of all the weighted edges incident on i. ki,in is the sum of1461

the weights from the edges of i to nodes in the cluster.1462

Once the change in modularity is examined for a node before and after joining a1463

neighboring cluster, the neighbor joins (or stays with) the community with the largest1464

positive increase in modularity; if no increase can be found, the node remains a part1465

of its current community. Once there can be found no increase in modularity for any1466

points, the algorithm proceeds to the second step.1467

Community Aggregation: Every node in each community in the previous step is1468

then collapsed into a single node and their edges combined to form a new graph. The1469

process is then repeated from the previous step.1470

The graph produced by UMAP was passed into this Louvain clustering algorithm49 using cylouvain1471

0.2.3 with parameters in Table S1. This clustering method requires no prior specification of1472

the number of clusters that should be present but its number does depend on the resolution1473

parameter. To choose this parameter, a sensitivity analysis was conducted across various values of1474
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the resolution parameter with the number of communities and total modularity compared Fig. 2B.1475

Each waveform was then plotted in UMAP space and color-coded to its associated cluster label1476

found by Louvain Clustering Fig. 2A.1477

Ensemble clustering for graphs (ECG)1478

ECG is a consensus clustering method for graphs and was used to validate the Louvain clustering1479

algorithm. ECG consists of two steps: generation and integration.1480

Generation: This step instantiates the ECG algorithm by using Louvain clustering1481

to produce a randomized set of k level-1 partitions P ∈ {P∞, . . . ,P‖}. The ran-1482

domization comes from the randomization of vertices in the initial step of Louvain1483

clustering.1484

Integration: Once the k randomized level-1 Louvain partitions are obtained, Louvain
is run on a weighted version of the initial graph G = (V,E). These weights WP(u, v)
are obtained via co-association of edges e = (u, v) ∈ E. These weights are defined
as,

WP(u, v) ,


w∗ + (1− w∗) ·

(∑k

i=1 vP〉 (u,v)
k

)
, if (u, v) is in the 2-core of G

w∗ , otherwise

where we have the minimum ECG weight 0 < w∗ < 1 and the co-occurence of edges1485

u and v as vPi
= ∑li

j=1 1Cj
i
(u) · 1Cj

i
(v) where 1Cj

i
(u) is an indicator function of if1486

the edge u occurs in the cluster of Pi or not.1487

With this function, ECG combines these level-1 Louvain partitions as a single weighted graph1488

which serves as the result.1489

SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP)1490

SHAP values build off of Shapley values63 and provides interpretability to machine learning models
by computing the contributions of each feature towards the overall model. These explanations of
machine learning models are models in and of themselves and are referred to as “additive feature
attribution methods”. These explanation models use simplified inputs x′ which are mapped to
original inputs through a function x = hx(x′) and try to ensure that g(z′) ≈ f(hx(z′)) whenever
z′ ≈ x′ where f is the machine learning model and g is the explanation model. This yields the
additive form which is a linear combination of binary variables:

g(z′) = φ0 +
M∑
i=1

φiz
′
i

where z′ ∈ {0, 1}M is the binary value specifying the inclusion or exclusion of a number of1491

simplified feature inputs M ; φi ∈ R is the effect of each feature.1492

Work in61 devises such a model satisfying three important properties within this framework:1493
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Local accuracy/efficiency: the explanation’s features with their effects φi must
sum for each feature i to the output f(x).

f(x) = φ0(f) +
M∑
i=1

φi(f, x)

where φ0(f) = E
[
f(z)

]
= fx(∅)1494

Consistency/Monotonicity: If a model changes so that the effect of a feature
increases of stays the same regardless of other inputs, that input’s attribution should
not decrease. For any two models f and f ′ if,

f ′x(S)− f ′x(S\i) ≥ fx(S)− fx(S\i)

where S ∈ F are subsets of all features and S\i is the setting of feature i to zero (or1495

some background reference value intended to be negligible) then φi(f ′, x) ≥ φi(f, x).1496

Missingness: This is the idea that features with no effect on fx should have no
assigned impact φi. This is expressed as,

fx(S ∪ i) = fx(S)

for all subsets of features S ∈ F , then φi(f, x) = 0.1497

The authors prove that the only possible additive feature attribution method that satisfies these
three criteria is SHAP whose values are computed as the following,

φi(f, x) =
∑
R∈R

1
M !

[
fx(PR

i ∪ i)− fx(PR
i )
]

where R is the set of all feature orderings and PR
i is the set of all features that come before the1498

ith one in ordering R and M is the number of input features.1499

Extending SHAP values to tree classifiers, the authors create shap.TreeExplainer62 to calculate1500

SHAP values by using path-dependent feature perturbation to yield the plots in Fig. 4B and C.1501

WaveMAP is stable over hyperparameter choice and random seed1502

Hyperparameter Choice: Louvain clustering49 requires the specification of a resolution hy-1503

perparameter, t, which controls the “characteristic scale” by which network “communities” are1504

identified; the larger this parameter, the fewer the number of clusters (communities) detected and1505

vice versa157. We selected a resolution parameter that balanced a maximal modularity score with1506

a number of clusters selected at the “elbow” of the curve of number of clusters vs. resolution1507

parameter. Modularity (the “connectedness” of a community, see Methods) is a summed pairwise1508

measure between nodes in a cluster. It is defined as the difference between the weights of1509

the edges within a cluster and the edges incoming from any other node outside of the cluster.1510

Maximizing this value over the whole graph finds communities (sub-graphs) with high amounts1511

of inter-connectivity. We chose t to be 1.5 which resulted in an average modularity score of1512

0.761± 0.004 (mean ± S.D.) and an average of 8.29± 0.84 (mean ± S.D.) clusters across 251513
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random UMAP seeds (Fig. 2B). In this manner, we found a set of waveform clusters the balanced1514

the diversity found by UMAP and statistical interpretability.1515

Robustness of solutions: To show this hierarchy of clustering resolutions along the curve in1516

Fig. 2C and to demonstrate WaveMAP ’s robustness to random seed initialization, we plotted three1517

different plots for several different resolution parameters in Fig. S2A. Each random seed produced1518

the same clustering with only slight perturbations of scale and rotation. To validate these clusters1519

were reliable and not an artifact of our particular data sample, we counted the number of clusters1520

from 100 randomly permuted subsets of the full dataset at varying proportions (from 10% to1521

100% in 10% increments) and also set each with a different UMAP random seed (Fig. S2B). As1522

the data portion increased, we found that the number of clusters increased then tapered off to1523

around eight clusters at ∼60% of the full dataset. At 100% of the dataset, we found 8.5± 0.611524

(mean ± S.D.) clusters with residual variability induced by the UMAP random seed. This analysis1525

is reassuring and demonstrates that we have an adequate number of waveforms to describe the1526

diversity of cell types in monkey PMd.1527

Stability: Louvain clustering is sometimes unstable. That is, results from successive runs on the1528

same data can show considerable variation on some datasets129. To test whether these eight1529

clusters consistently contained the same constituent data points run-to-run, we used ensemble1530

clustering for graphs (ECG)128,129. ECG generates k randomized level-1 (one round of Louvain1531

clustering, Fig. S1B) partitions and combines together their graph structure via the co-occurrence1532

of edges between nodes across partitionings. Hence the “ensemble” in the name (also called1533

“consensus clustering”). Performing ECG with k=10, 100 times on UMAP graphs with different1534

random seeds produced an average of 8.87± 0.74 (mean ± S.D.) clusters which was similar to1535

that found by Louvain clustering with resolution parameter set to 1.5. In addition, the runs of ECG1536

that yielded eight clusters had an almost exact structure to that produced by WaveMAP (compare1537

Fig. S2C to Fig. 2A). The runs of ECG with more than eight clusters contained small clusters (n ≤1538

20) splitting off from 5 which were too small to allow us to make rigorous conclusions statistically.1539

We therefore chose the more conservative eight cluster solution that balanced maximizing cluster1540

number while ensuring adequate cluster sizes.1541
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Instantiation

Modularity

Optimization

Aggregation

1st Pass

2nd Pass

UMAP 

A

B

Figure S1: Diagrams of UMAP and Louvain Community Detection: (A) A demonstration of UMAP
projection on a 3D point cloud skeleton of a wooly mammoth. Local and global structures are incorporated as
evident in the preservation of the individual bone shapes and the sensible spatial relationships between the body
parts. Idea from Maximilian Noichl (https://github.com/MNoichl/UMAP-examples-mammoth-) and mammoth
skeleton from the Smithsonian Institute’s Smithsonian 3D (https://3d.si.edu/). (B) The Louvain community
detection algorithm is applied to weighted undirected graphs and proceeds in three steps which are said to be
one “pass” of the algorithm: (1) each node is assigned to its own cluster; (2) each node is randomly moved into
a neighboring cluster and if modularity increases, it becomes a member of that cluster; (3) once modularity no
longer increases, each cluster is collapsed into one node. This process repeats for multiple passes until a stopping
condition is reached.
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Figure S2: Stability analysis of WaveMAP: (A) WaveMAP instantiated with several different UMAP random
seeds and also Louvain resolution parameters. (B) The mean ± S.D. number of clusters produced by WaveMAP
across various proportions of the full dataset. (C) An eight cluster result of ECG applied to the UMAP graph.
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Figure S3: Comparison of GMM and UMAP in the constructed feature space: (A) Three views of the
eight WaveMAP clusters shown in the constructed feature space. The clusters maintain some structure but are
largely mixed and linearly inseparable. (B) A GMM instantiated with eight clusters in the constructed feature
space. (C) Confusion matrix for a random forest classifier with the same hyperparameters as the one trained on
four GMM classes S1. Numbers listed are in percent accuracy on the main diagonal and misclassification rate
percentage on the off-diagonals against held-out data. (D) Each cluster of waveforms in the eight class GMM.
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Figure S4: WaveMAP implicitly captures waveform features without the need for specification: (A)
Three waveform shape features used in traditional clustering approaches. The three EAP waveform landmarks
used to generate the specified features passed to the GMM on a sample waveform. is the pre-hyperpolarization
peak (A1); is the depolarization trough; and is the post-hyperpolarization peak (A2). AP width is the distance
in time between the falling and rising phase of the depolarization trough at its full-width half minimum. The
trough to peak duration is the distance between the minimum of the depolarization trough and the peak of the
post-hyperpolarization peak. The peak ratio is the height (above zero) of the pre-hyperpolarization peak over the
height (again, above zero) of the post-hyperpolarization peak. The same diagram as in Fig. 3A but repeated here.
(B, C, D) The waveform data points in the projected UMAP space and color coded according to their AP width,
trough to peak duration, and peak ratio respectively.
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Figure S5: Different normalizations have little effect on WaveMAP structure: (A) As in Fig. S2B, the
number of Louvain communities found across various random subsets and random seeds. The mean number of
clusters shown on the full dataset with a dashed line. (B) the WaveMAP clusters on waveforms with ±1 unit
trough to peak normalization (used in the paper). (C) The same random subsetting and random seed strategy in
(C) applied to waveform data normalized to trough depth. (D) WaveMAP clusters applied to waveform data
normalized to trough depth.
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Figure S6: GMM clusters are less physiologically distinguishable than WaveMAP clusters: (A) Stimulus-
aligned trial-averaged firing rate activity in PMd for GMM clusters. As in Fig. 5, the traces are separated into
PREF and NONPREF trials with solid and dashed lines respectively. Shaded regions correspond to bootstrapped
standard error of the mean. (B) Baseline median firing rates for the four GMM clusters. Baselines were calculated
as the average firing rate during the first 200 ms of the trial. p < 0.05; p < 0.01; p < 0.005;
Mann-Whitney U test, FDR adjusted.
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Function Function Name Parameters Value

UMAP Algorithm (Python) umap.UMAP n_neighbors
min_dist
random_state
metric

30
0.1
42
’euclidean’

Louvain Clustering (Python) cylouvain.best_partition resolution 1.5

UMAP Random Forest (Python) xgboost.XGBClassifier max_depth
min_child_weight
n_estimators
learning_rate
objective
rand_state

4
2.5
100
0.3
’binary:logistic’
42

GMM Random Forest (Python) xgboost.XGBClassifier max_depth
min_child_weight
n_estimators
learning_rate
objective
seed

10
2.5
110
0.05
’binary:logistic’
42

8-Class GMM Random Forest (Python) xgboost.XGBClassifier max_depth
min_child_weight
n_estimators
learning_rate
objective
seed

4
2.5
100
0.3
’binary:logistic’
42

Gaussian Mixture Model (MATLAB) fitgmdist k
start
replicates
statset(’MaxIter’)

4
’randsample’
50
200

Table S1: Non-default model hyperparameters used
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